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ABSTRACT 

Image captioning is one of the most challenging tasks in Artificial Intelligence 

which combines Computer Vision and Natural Language Processing (NLP). Computer 

vision is for detecting salient objects or extracting features of images as an encoder, and 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is for generating correct syntactic and semantic 

image captions as decoder. Describing the contents of an image is a very complex task 

for machine without human intervention. Computer Vision and Natural Language 

Processing are widely used to tackle this problem.  Although many image caption 

datasets such as Flickr8k, Flickr30k and MSCOCO are publicly available, most of the 

datasets are captioned in English language. There is no image caption corpus for 

Myanmar language. Therefore, Myanmar image caption corpus is created and 

annotated over 50k sentences for 10k images, which are based on Flickr8k dataset and 

2k images are selected from Flickr30k dataset. 

 In this dissertation, for the purpose of achieving better performance, two 

different types of segmentations such as word and syllable segmentation level are 

studied in text pre-processing step. Furthermore, the investigation on segmentation 

level affects the Myanmar image captioning system performance. The experimental 

results reveal that the syllable level segmentation gives significantly better performance 

for Myanmar image description compared with the word level segmentation. 

Additionally, this research also constructed its own GloVe vectors for both 

segmented corpora. As far as being aware and by means of this, this is the first attempt 

of applying syllable and word vector features in neural network-based Myanmar image 

captioning system and then compared with one-hot encoding vectors on various 

different models. Furthermore, the effect of applying GloVe vectors features in 

language modelling of EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM based image captioning system 

are investigated in this work. 

According to the evaluation results, EfficientNetB7 with Bi-LSTM using word 

and syllable GloVe vectors features outperforms than EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM 

with one-hot encoding, other state-of-the-art- neural networks such as Gated Recurrent 

Unit (GRU), Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU), and Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM), VGG16 with Bi-LSTM, NASNetLarge with Bi-LSTM models as 

well as baseline models. The EffecientNetB7 with Bi-LSTM using GloVe vectors 

achieved the highest BLEU-4 score of 35.09%, 49.52% of ROUGE-L, 54.34% of 
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ROUGE-SU4 and 21.3% of METEOR score on word vectors, and the highest BLEU-

4 score of 46.2%, 65.62% of ROUGE-L, 68.43% of ROUGE-SU4 and 27.07% of 

METEOR score on syllable vectors. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Image Captioning (IC) is one of the most challenging tasks in Artificial 

Intelligence which combines Computer Vision and Natural Language Processing 

(NLP). The main vital role of Computer Vision is to extract the key information in 

images and Natural Language Processing generates the corresponding descriptions. 

Image captioning plays the important role for much more reasons. For example, 

automatic image captioning is useful for helping visually impaired person who can only 

feel the world by touch, intelligent human computer interactions, and developing image 

search engines. Social media networks like Facebook and Twitter that can directly 

generate captions from images. The exact information can be gained from these photos 

where are the places: (e.g., beach, cafe, and road), what are the people wearing and 

importantly what are they doing there [7]. The automatic generation of descriptions 

from the images with proper sentences are very difficult and challenging task for 

machine. 

Myanmar language is semantically complicated and inadequacy of annotated 

resources than English. Hence, it is required to create a corpus that has to contain 

sufficient text data to predict the precise caption for automatic Myanmar image 

captioning. The dataset structure of single image with five distinct annotated Myanmar 

sentences is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Typically, Myanmar image captioning system has two main components: image 

feature extraction as encoder and caption generation with natural language as decoder. 

In image feature extraction part, the feature vectors of given input images are extracted 

by using the pre-trained feature extraction models of Convolutional Neural Network 

such as VGG16, VGG19, InceptionV3, InceptionResNetV2, NASNetLarge and 

EfficientNetB7 models. In caption generation part, the language models such as Gated 

Recurrent Unit (GRU), Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU), and Long Short-

Term Memory (LSTM), Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) are used 

to predict the caption with Myanmar language based on the use of previous feature 

vectors and entire vocabulary in the corpus. 
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This paper is dedicated to enhance the automatic Myanmar captions by learning 

the contents of images and generate captions in Myanmar language. Myanmar image 

captions corpus is created over 50k sentences for 10k images which are based on 

Flickr8k dataset and 2k images are selected from Flickr30 dataset. The investigation of 

the text preprocessing steps such as word and syllable segmentation are done and which 

segmentation level affects the Myanmar image captioning system accuracy. 

Furthermore, the researcher’s own syllable and word GloVe vectors are built that are 

used in Bi-LSTM language model to improve the efficiency of image captioning 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) ရေ ထဲမ ှာ ကရ ေးငယ်မ ှာေး ကစှာေး ရေကကတယ် 

(2) ကရ ေးမ ှာေး ရေ ကစှာေး ရေတယ် 

(3) ကရ ေး ရ  ှာက်ရယှာက် ရေ ထဲမ ှာ ကစှာေး ရေတယ် 

(4) ကရ ေး အမ ှာေးအ  ှာေး ရေ ထဲမ ှာ ကစှာေး ရေကကတယ် 

(5) ကရ ေးမ ှာေး ရေ ထဲမ ှာ ကစှာေး ရေတယ် 

Figure 1.1 Example Image and Five Different Annotated Myanmar Sentences 

 

1.1 Problem Statements 

Image captioning is a challenging and elaborated task that has particularly 

required sufficient amount of linguistic knowledge and resources in the form of images 

and annotated text data to predict the accurate captions. Most of the research in this 

image captioning area generated image captions in English while there are a lot of 

different languages exist in the world. With their distinctive languages, there is a 
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specific need of research in those isolated language. Until now, there are no complete 

image captioning for different languages because it is difficult to identify the objects 

accurately in images such as color, gender, age and count of the objects. Image 

captioning task for Myanmar language is complex for many reasons. 

As one of the distinct characteristics of Myanmar language, its morphology is 

extremely rich and complex and even ambiguous. The deficiency of natural language 

resources like annotated corpus is the major issue in resolving image captioning for 

Myanmar language. Currently, Myanmar Natural Language Processing (NLP) is 

struggling to be developed nonetheless the available lexical resources are very 

insufficient. 

According to the lack of resource and its language nature, it can be said that 

how to carry out the task of understanding contents of images in Myanmar scripts 

automatically is still difficult to handle. Due to the mentioned problems, Myanmar 

image captioning is necessary to develop in the field of Myanmar NLP research and it 

should be accomplished by applying state-of-the-art methods.  

 

1.2 Motivation of the Thesis 

No research has been done for image captioning system in Myanmar language. 

Automatic caption generation from a given input image is not clear to comprehend for 

machine because it is a portion of deep learning technique that can be retrieved the 

information within an image and now a day it is one of the fundamental ambitions of 

computer vision.  

One principal motivation of computational visual recognition models is to 

challenge wonderful human capacity to understand visual scenes and retrieve 

particularized information from them with surprising efficiency. A lot of complexed 

models have been grown to retrieve visual information from images based on visual 

classification of objects in the images. 

The second one is to build GloVe embedding vectors for language modelling. 

GloVe vectors are needed to generate accurate captions for automatic Myanmar image 

captioning system. Nonetheless, insufficient amount of captioning data is accessible 

for Myanmar language to construct GloVe embedding model by implementing 

machine learning methods. In addition, there is no previously Myanmar image 

captioning system has been applied GloVe embedding features for language 
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modelling. The impact of these features on language modelling of neural network-

based Myanmar image captioning should be examined. 

The third one is to generate captions directly from images on social media 

platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. The exact information can be gained from 

these photos where are the places: (e.g., beach, cafe, and road), what are the people 

wearing and importantly what are they doing there. It is very useful and has a great 

impact on visually impaired people who can only feel the world by touch. 

The fourth one is language modelling technique used in Myanmar image 

captioning system. Retrieval based approach has part of constraint and one of the main 

factors of downgrading the value of image captioning system is the efficiency of 

language models. 

Hence, Myanmar image captioning system should be accomplished by 

implementing state-of-the-art modelling techniques to advance image captioning 

system. As far as being aware and up to the knowledge, the initial effort to implement 

neural network architecture in Myanmar image captioning system is the fifth 

motivation. 

 

1.3 Objectives of the Thesis 

The core intention of this research is to improve Myanmar image captioning 

system that can predict the more accurate image captions with Myanmar language. For 

improving the accuracy of feature extraction, pre-trained feature extraction models of 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) such as VGG16, VGG19, InceptinV3, 

InceptionResNetV2, NASNetLarge and EfficientNetB7 models have been applied to 

extract the features of images as encoder and the most suitable feature extraction model 

has been investigated. To develop the encoder-decoder neural network model, encoder 

is the vital initial step of image captioning model that extracted all of the features in 

images and the extracted features are used as input to the decoder. 

For language modelling, Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), Bidirectional Gated 

Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), Bidirectional Long 

Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) have been investigated to apply which are the best 

language modelling in Myanmar image captioning. The following are the other 

objectives: 

In Myanmar image captions corpus, manually created sentences are not 

segmented precisely to get the quality improvement for image captioning. To advance 
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the quality of Myanmar, two different kinds of segmentation: word and syllable 

segmentation are used in the first step of the system. One of the purposes of this research 

is to find out which segmentation level affects in Myanmar Image captioning system. 

Construction of image caption corpus for Myanmar language is the most 

essential factor for implementing machine learning methods in Myanmar image 

captioning system. There is no publicly available Myanmar image caption dataset yet. 

Therefore, proposing image captions corpus for Myanmar language is one of the goals 

of this research. 

Another objective is creating word and syllable vectors for Myanmar language 

which can provide vast coverage and satisfying achievement, and implementing these 

vectors as the input features to language modelling of Myanmar image captioning 

system to examine their effectiveness. 

 

1.4 Contributions of the Thesis 

There are five major contributions in this thesis: 

The very first contribution of this thesis is constructing a Myanmar image 

captions corpus and using that corpus for caption description in language modelling 

part of automatic Myanmar image captioning system. This is the initial published work 

designed for Myanmar image captioning.  

The second contribution is exploring text preprocessing for Myanmar text 

segmentation by the study of Myanmar image captions corpus and implementing for 

both word and syllable segmentation corpus and applying these corpora in language 

modelling of Myanmar image captioning. 

The third contribution is investigating feature extraction model for learning 

objects of given images and applying these best feature extraction model in image 

understanding part of image captioning system as encoder. EfficientNetB7 feature 

extraction model is used for Myanmar image caption generation, which can correctly 

recognize the objects in the images compared with other different feature extraction 

models. 

Unsupervised learning is used to achieve the word vectors from huge amount 

of raw text data and can be utilized as the input features to language modelling of image 

captioning system. Constructing monolingual corpus for the ambition of creating word 

and syllable vectors for Myanmar language and implementing these vectors features as 
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the additional input features to language modelling of Bi-LSTM based Myanmar image 

captioning system is the fourth contribution. 

Recently, word vector approach presented the powerful achievement over one-

hot encoding approach. The fourth contribution is using neural network-based 

architecture in Myanmar image captioning system for advancing the efficiency of 

language model. Enhancing of various input features including word embedding 

features and syllable embedding features in language modelling of neural network-

based Myanmar image captioning system is the fifth contribution of this thesis. The 

appropriate network architecture for Myanmar image caption generation is examined 

by doing various investigations on GRU, Bi-GRU, LSTM, and Bi-LSTM based 

language models. 

 

1.5 Organization of the Thesis 

 This dissertation is organized with eight chapters including introduction of 

image captioning system, problem statements, motivations, objectives, and 

contributions of this research. 

 The literature review on image captioning techniques, related work of this 

research and evaluation metrices of Image captioning are described in Chapter 2. In 

Chapter 3, the computational models of ImageToText have been discussed. The 

detailed process of building Myanmar image captions corpus and construction of 

GloVe vectors for both word and syllable segmented corpus are described in Chapter 

4. Moreover, image preprocessing step is also illustrated. The detailed implementation 

and experimental results of VGG16 and LSTM based Myanmar image description is 

reported in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the comparison of four different types of 

encoder decoder pairs and also reports the implementation results for Myanmar image 

description. In chapter 7, two distinct kinds of segmentation such as word and syllable 

are studied and also reported the detailed implementation and experimental results with 

different input features. Moreover, the proposed model is compared with baseline 

models and word embedding features are also explored and investigated in this chapter. 

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes with the research work and depicts the advantages and 

limitation of the system, and the further directions to progress the image captioning 

system. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORKS 

 

This chapter presents the literature review on image captioning, related work of 

this research and some former research of image captioning on different languages. 

The insufficient amount of image annotation dataset for morphological 

complicate language rather than English is an issue to obtain the precise results. The 

image description generation is especially divided into two approaches such as 

retrievable based approaches and constructive-based approaches. The initial approach 

is applied in the former experiments to solve image captioning which has the difficulty 

as a retrieval task. A database is created according to the image features extraction and 

caption generation for given images and then the most suitable captions are retrieved 

[19]. This approach is not powerful to predict correct captions and the generation of 

captions are limited with the feature size of images and the size of database. Hence, 

retrieval-based methods are not suitable for current requests. 

Currently, constructive-based methods have developed and well-known for the 

reason that current development in automatic image captions description and neural 

machine translation. A constructive-based method constantly generates the accurate 

caption for individual image [10][2]. The authors [54] applied this method that is 

additionally split into two modules as deep convolutional neural network for encoding 

image attributes and Long Short-Term Memory network for decoding to predict a 

grammatically accurate description. 

Nowadays, a lot of images are found in many different ways such as the Web 

site, news articles, social media and commercial. Humans easily understand to 

transform these images and to demonstrate a natural language. Nonetheless, machines 

are difficult to demonstrate textual captions from an image because the machines 

require to comprehend the semantic and the contents of the images. A long-standing 

purpose in the domain of Artificial Intelligence is to make possible machines to observe 

and comprehend the image of the encompassing. 

 

2.1 Overview of Image Captioning  

Automatic generation of image descriptions need to understand both images 

understanding and a language generation for that image. Image understanding is the 
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main difficulty of Computer Vision. Language generation consists of the portion of 

Natural Language Understanding (NLU). A conventional image captioning 

groundwork contains an image encoder to find out features from an image and a 

language decoder to produce captions for that image. 

 

2.1.1 Image Understanding 

 Computer vision is the capability of machines to observe and comprehend what 

is in their encompassing. There are many different ways to extract needed information 

from the images. A powerful chunk of this field is performed in computer vision; 

specifically visual recognition and visual understanding. Visual recognition consists of 

identifying, localizing, and classifying objects of an image. Visual comprehending is 

necessary objects recognition as well extracting the complete detail of particular object 

and their associated relationship. An image captioning approach requires to accurately 

identify various objects. An image object can have numerous features rather than one 

attribute. In deep learning-based methods, features are automatically learned. 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are deep neural network architectures that are 

considered for functioning on images, videos, sound spectrograms in speech 

processing, character sequences in text and so on. 

 

2.1.2 Natural Language Understanding 

In accordance with the NLU point of view, producing text contains a sequence 

of steps. Firstly, the visible feature of the input which is also known as content selection 

have to understand and the content of text planning require to arrange. Finally, surface 

realization requires to communicate. Surface realization needs lexicalization that means 

to choose the correct words, referential expression generation utilizing suitable 

pronouns, and then bringing together correlated information termed as aggregation. 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [57] and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [51], 

Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [29] and Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory [4] have 

commonly used deep learning-based language models that presented better 

achievement in many natural language understanding tasks including image captioning. 
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2.2 Image Captioning for Different Languages 

In this chapter, several papers will be presented which discussed about the 

building image captioning with different models and datasets. The used dataset is 

different languages such as English, Indonesian, Hindi, Arabic and Chinese. 

 

2.2.1 Image Captioning for English Language 

Due to the success of deep neural network, most of the researchers have 

proposed to use the encoder-decoder framework for machine translation as well as 

image captioning. 

Neural network for image captioning was proposed early by Vinyals et al [43], 

which is an encoder-decoder system. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used for 

image encoding and Recurrent Neural Network for decoding captions. BLEU scores 

evaluated on both MSCOCO dataset and Flickr30k dataset. 

 The authors [65] proposed some modification based on the original model to 

explore a new language model to generate more accurate descriptions for input image. 

Long-Term Recurrent Merge Networks (LTRMN) model with a double layer LSTM 

designed and added a merge layer into the middle of double-layer LSTM, and then the 

image content vector is added in the merge layer, so that the generated image captions 

are more consistent with the contents of image. 

In paper [64], the end-to-end architecture to generate the image captions is 

implemented. This architecture generated better textural captions from the image 

representation by replacing the CNN encoder in the place of RNN encoder. The 

proposed model is also called Neural Image Caption model. The output of last hidden 

layer CNN is fed into the RNN decoder to predicts the textual captions for the image. 

In paper [15], VGG16 and Alexnet are used as an encoder and Bi-LSTM model 

is used as a decoder. Experiments are done on three popular benchmark datasets: 

Flickr8k, Flickr30k and MSCOCO datasets. Alexnet visual model is inferior effective 

than VGG16. The authors obtained the maximum BLEU-1 scores 65.5%, BLEU-2 

scores of 46.8%, BLEU-3 scores of 32.0% and BLEU-4 scores of 21.5% respectively 

by applying VGG16 with Bi-LSTM model on Flickr8k dataset. 

In [59], deep convolutional neural network was applied to find out the image 

contents and two different LSTM network is used to discover long-term visual-
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language interactions and make prediction by the applying of history and future context 

information at high-level semantic space. Then, the deep multimodal bidirectional 

models also examined, in which the depth of nonlinearity transition is expended in 

numerous approaches to identify hierarchical visual-language embeddings. The 

performance of proposed models is measured on four popular benchmark datasets such 

as Flickr8K, Flickr30K, MSCOCO, and Pascal1K datasets. The authors obtained the 

highest BLEU-N (N=1, 2, 3, 4) scores 66.7%, 48.3%, 33.7% and 23% respectively and 

19.1% of METEOR score using VGG16 with Bi-LSTM model on Flickr8k dataset. The 

authors observed that the model performance on small-scale dataset Flickr8K is not 

great as huge dataset likes Flickr30K and MSCOCO. It is unsuccessful to recognize the 

objects in complicated background images as a result of feature extraction model is not 

state-of-the-art model that has only 16 layers deep. The deeper networks earnings the 

better comprehending the contents of the images. Furthermore, their method does not 

take into account word embedding in language modelling that make generation image 

captions task better. 

In paper [60], ResNet101 was applied as feature extraction model and Standard 

LSTM with one cell is used to make prediction in the sentences as decoder. The 

pretrained vector representations as Word2vec and GloVe embedding are compared on 

the MSCOCO dataset. The model performance with GloVe vectors achieved better 

results than the model with Word2vec because image captioning is more suitable with 

co-occurrence of word pairs in the entire corpus. Moreover, it did not state the generated 

captions results, and they used only the pre-trained word vectors with English language. 

In this article, the results of the models were compared by calculating the quality of the 

image captioning task with BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE-L, CIDEr and SPICE metrics 

which are widely used algorithms. 

 

2.2.2 Image Captioning for Indonesian Language 

 In this subsection, there are at least 3 papers which have discussed about 

generating Indonesian image captioning, in reference [1][39][22]. In [1], the authors 

were proposed generating image description on Indonesian Language by using pre-

trained Inception-V3 and Gated Recurrent Unit. To obtain Indonesia image captioning 

dataset from Flickr30k dataset, google translator is used and manually repaired some 

of these results by checking the captions one by one. The proposed model obtained 
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BLEU scores 36, 17, 6 and 2, respectively. These BLEU scores are not good because 

some of the translated results are manually checked none for all translated sentences, 

therefore, the dataset is not clean. The clean dataset is very important to improve the 

quality of the system in training machine learning models. 

In [39], the authors investigated the attention-based image captioning model by 

utilizing ResNet101 feature extraction model of CNN as the encoder and LSTM with 

adaptive attention as the decoder for Indonesian image captioning task. In these work, 

MSCOCO and Flickr30k dataset are used to train the model. To construct the Bahasa 

Indonesian corpus, both of these datasets are translated into Bahasa by using Google 

Translate and manually checked by human. They achieved the BLEU-1 score of 0.678, 

BLEU-2 score of 0.512, BLEU-3 score of 0.375, BLEU-4 score of 0.274 and CIDEr 

score of 0.990. 

In [22], Convolutional Neural Network was used to extract the content of the 

images and Long Short-Term Memory is used to predict the captions with Indonesian 

language. The authors used the FEE-ID dataset which are taken from Flickr. Google 

Translate and professional English-Indonesian translator are used to transform English 

captions to Indonesian captions.  This dataset contains the total 8099 images and single 

picture is equipped with 5 Indonesian sentences. This model achieved the BLEU-1score 

of 50.0 %, BLEU-2 score of 31.4%, BLEU-3 score of 23.9% and BLEU-4 score of 

13.1%. 

 

2.2.3 Image Captioning for Hindi Language 

Rijul et al. [49] implemented the Hindi Language image caption generation 

using RESNET 101 Convolutional Neural Network for understanding the content of 

images and Gated Recurrent Unit for caption generation. MSCOCO dataset is used to 

build the Hindi corpus. In the first step, google translator is utilized to transform English 

captions to Hindi captions, and then the agreement of 84% is taken from two annotators 

who manually checked and corrected the translated sentences on sample data of 400 

captions. These annotators confirm and correct the output results acquired from Google 

translator. Experiments results described that the proposed model attained BLEU-1 

score of 57.0%, BLEU-2 score of 39.1%, BLEU-3 score of 26.4% and BLEU-4 score 

of 17.3 on this dataset. In that work, some of the generated captions occurred the errors 
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because non-presence of certain words in the training dataset. If the size of dataset 

increases, these kinds of errors will reduce.     

In [8], VGG16 pretrained feature extraction model of CNN was used to learn 

the visual features of the images and LSTM is used to predict the captions in Hindi 

language. The authors constructed the Hindi image captions dataset which is based on 

Flickr8k dataset. Google cloud translator is used to translate English captions to Hindi 

captions, which is called “Flickr8k-Hindi Dataset”. This dataset contains four different 

types of data based on a number of descriptions for each image according to clean or 

unclean descriptions. The experimental results stated that training the model with a 

single clean description per image generates higher quality caption rather than a model 

trained with five uncleaned descriptions per image. 

RESNET101 pre-trained feature extraction model of CNN was used to extract 

the features from the images. It is working as an encoder to encode the images into a 

fixed-length vector representation. Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) is used with different 

types of attention-based architectures such as spatial attention, visual attention, 

Bahdanau attention, and Luong attention that help to make prediction in caption 

generation with Hindi language. The authors used the MSCOCO dataset which contains 

the total 84405 images with different five captions per image to implement the Hindi 

image captioning model. To build Hindi corpus, all of the English captions are 

translated into Hindi by using Google translator, but the translated sentences lost the 

meaning of the captions and some of the sentences are grammatically incorrect. So, to 

avoid these mistakes, the translated corpus is corrected manually by human annotators. 

The authors compared the obtained results with several baselines models in terms of 

BLEU scores [52]. 

 

2.2.4 Image Captioning for Arabic Language 

There are few papers that discussed generating Arabic image captioning system. 

The authors [5] used Deep Learning Technique to implement the automatic image 

captioning for Arabic language. Visual Geometry Group (VGG) OxfordNet 16-layer of 

CNN is used for the image encoder. For the language model, Long Short-Term Memory 

is used to predict the sentences with Arabic language. The authors have taken the 1166 

images from MSCOCO and 2261 images from Flickr8k dataset. The total images from 

both datasets (COCO and Flickr) are 3427. The authors built the Arabic corpus by 
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collecting various ways 5358 descriptions for 1176 images utilizing Crowd-Flower 

Crowdsourcing service, and 750 descriptions for 150 images were achieved from a 

human translator. A professional English-Arabic translator is used to translate the rest 

of the image’s captions to Arabic captions and then, the translated sentences are 

checked by Arabic native speakers. 

V. Jindal [61] applied Region Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN) to detect 

the objects in images and root-word based Recurrent Neural Networks with LSTM 

memory cell is used to generate the most appropriate words for an image. Moreover, 

dependency tree relations of the obtained words are used to check the word order of the 

RNN to form the sentences in Arabic. The datasets are collected from various Middle 

Eastern newspaper websites. And then, the author compared the results of his proposed 

model with BLEU score captions generated in English and translated into Arabic.  

In [27], three different models have demonstrated: the first model is multi-

object-based captioning that can handle one or multiple detected objects. In this model, 

image is preprocessed according to the object detector requirements. The preprocessed 

images are fed forward into the object detector which are extracted the detected objects. 

The second one is a combined pipeline that utilized both object detector and attention-

based captioning. The third model is applied soft attention mechanism. In this work, 

the authors used the MSCOCO 2014 dataset which contains 123,287 images and 5 

different captions per image. All of three models’ performance is evaluated by using 

multi-lingual semantic sentence similarity techniques. 

 

2.2.5 Image Captioning for Chinese Language 

In [24], Visual Geometry Group (VGG) 16 layers of CNN was used to learn the 

objects of the images and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is applied to predict the 

sentences in Chinese language with two different segmentations methods such word 

level and character level. Experiments is done on Flickr30k dataset, which contains 

31,000 images and each image with 5 Chinese sentences. The authors obtained the 

Chinese captions by using Google Translation API. According to their experiments 

results, character level segmentation achieved much better results than word-level for 

Chinese sentences.  

In [63], Pool5 layer of a pre-trained GoogLeNet was utilized to extract the 

features of the images and Long Short-Term Memory is used to predict the sentences 
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based on the previous features extraction model and entire vocabulary in the image 

captions corpus. To build the Chinese captions corpus, the authors used the Flickr8k 

dataset which contains 8000 images and five annotated English captions. Firstly, they 

used the English-Chinese translation services to transform English captions to Chinese 

captions, but the translation results are not performed well while the sentences become 

longer and consists of the ambiguous words. That is why, a number of native speakers 

of Chinese performed the annotations, where they have written the sentences from their 

own point of views that describing salient objects and scenes in every images. 

In [69], the authors used the Inception V4 image feature encoding algorithm 

which is the fourth-generation CNN model of the Google Net series. Long Short-Term 

memory network is used in language decoder. Experiment is done on Chinese dataset 

also called the ICC which contains 7000 images. The performance of the system is 

measured by using BLEU and METEOR algorithm. The authors stated that the overall 

test results are more accurate, but some details results are flawed because of the 

equipment limitations, and the lack of the training time leads to low recognition rates 

for some details. 

 

2.3 Evaluation Metrics 

The performance of the system is measured using BLEU-N(N=1,2,3,4) metrics 

[33], ROUGE-L, ROUGE-SU4[17] and METEOR [50] metric which are mostly used 

to measure the accuracy of image description generation. 

 

2.3.1 Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) 

Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) is a matric that is applied to evaluate 

the quality of machine generated texts. BLEU compares the N-gram (N=1,2,3,4) of the 

candidate translation with N-gram of the reference translation to count the number of 

matches [47]. The output of BLEU score range is always between 0 and 1, value nearly 

to 1 display that the produced captions are more equivalent to the ground-truth cations 

and 0 is no match at all. Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2 are used to evaluate the BLEU 

scores. 

BLEU = min (1,
ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
) (∏ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖  )

4
𝑖=1

1
4⁄     (2.1) 
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Where,  hypothesis length = generated caption length  

reference length   = ground truth caption length 

 

Precision =  
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑁 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑁 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠
   (2.2) 

 

2.3.2 Example Calculation of BLEU bi-gram  

 

Reference R:  ူ ရ ေး ရယှာက်  မ်ေး ရ ေါ် မ ှာ စက် ဘ ေး စ ေး ရေ တယ် (11 words) 

Predicted P:  ူ န စ် ရယှာက် က စက် ဘ ေး စ ေး ရေ တယ် (9 words) 

Bi-gram for Reference: ( ူ, ရ ေး), (ရ ေး, ရယှာက်), (ရယှာက်,  မ်ေး), ( မ်ေး, ရ ေါ်), (ရ ေါ်, 

မ ှာ), (မ ှာ, စက်), (စက်, ဘ ေး), (ဘ ေး, စ ေး), (စ ေး, ရေ), (ရေ, တယ်) 

Bi-gram for Predicted: ( ူ, န စ်), (န စ်, ရယှာက်), (ရယှာက်, က), (က, စက်), (စက်, ဘ ေး), 

(ဘ ေး, စ ေး), (စ ေး, ရေ), (ရေ, တယ်) ➔ 8 

 

Precision = 
0

8
 + 

0

8
 + 

0

8
 + 

0

8
  + 

1

8
 + 

1

8
 + 

1

8
 + 

1

8
 = 

4

8
 =0.5 

 

BLEU = min (1, 
𝟗

𝟏𝟏
 ) (

1

2
 * 

1

2
 * 

1

2
 * 

1

2
 )1/4= 0.82*0.5 = 0.41 

 

2.3.3 Recall-Oriented Understudy of Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) 

ROUGE is an abbreviation of Recall-Oriented Understudy of Gisting 

Evaluation (ROUGE) [17] that is a set of metrics used for the computing of automatic 

text summarization, machine translation and image captioning. The metrics 

fundamentally compare automatically machine generated summary with reference 

summary or multiple reference summaries. There are the five-evaluation metrics such 

as ROUGE-N, ROUGE-L, ROUGE-W, ROUGE-S and ROUGE-SU.  

ROUGE-N: evaluates the overlapping of n-grams in a candidate caption and a set of 

reference captions. The n-grams value can be differed from 1 to n but if the value of n 

increase, the evaluation cost will also increase immediately. Commonly utilized n-gram 

metrics are uni-gram and bi-gram. 
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ROUGE-1: calculates the overlapping of unigram between reference captions and 

Machine generated captions.  

ROUGE-2: Evaluates the overlapping of bi-grams in reference captions and machine 

generated captions. 

ROUGE–L: compute the longest common subsequence between reference captions 

and candidate caption. Each sentence in a summary is considered as a sequence of 

words. Two summaries which have longer common sequence of words are more similar 

to each other. One advantage of ROUGE-L is that it does not contain successive 

matches of words that is only consider sequence of words. Next advantage is that it 

does not need to predefine sequence of n-gram it automatically finds the longest 

sequence of n-grams.  

ROUGE-W: consider consecutive sequence from machine generated captions and 

assigned more weight to sentence which in actual is more analogous to reference 

sentence.  

ROUGE-S: evaluates the skip bigram co-occurrences in reference captions and 

candidate caption. Ordering of bigrams is crucial but skip bigram is fundamentally any 

pair of words in sentence order. Any arbitrary gaps are allowed.  

ROUGE-SU4: The disadvantage of ROUGE-S is that it considers only bigrams. If a 

sentence does not occur any overlapping bigrams, it will not assign any weight value to 

these sentences. ROUGE-S is upgraded as the ROUGE-SU that is used to overcome 

the problem of ROUGE-S. It is also considered unigram with bigrams. In this work, 

ROUGE-L and ROUGE-SU4 are used for comparison with other models. To measure 

the accuracy of the machine generated captions, it is necessary to evaluate the Precision, 

Recall and F-measure for any of this metric. 

In ROUGE Recall refers that how much words of candidate summary are extracted 

from reference summary. 

R = 
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦
   (2.3) 

In ROUGE Precision refers that how much candidate summary words are relevant. 

P = 
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦
    (2.4) 
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F measure provides the complete information that recall and precision provides 

separately. 

β=0.9, 

F-measure= 
(1+𝛽2)𝑅𝑃

𝑅+𝛽2+𝑃
     (2.5) 

 

2.3.4 Example Calculation of ROUGE-L 

Reference R:  ူ ရ ေး ရယှာက်  မ်ေး ရ ေါ် မ ှာ စက် ဘ ေး စ ေး ရေ တယ် (11 words) 

Predicted P:  ူ န စ် ရယှာက် က စက် ဘ ေး စ ေး ရေ တယ် (9 words) 

ROUGE-L:  ူ ရယှာက် စက် ဘ ေး စ ေး ရေ တယ် (7 words) 

Recall = 
𝟕

𝟏𝟏
 = 0.636 

Precision = 
𝟕

𝟗
 = 0.777 

Β = 0.9, 

F-measure = (1.81 * 0.64 * 0.78) / (0.64 + 0.78) = 0.903 / 1.42 = 0. 6363 

 

2.3.5 METEOR Metric 

Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit Ordering (METEOR) [50] 

evaluated the average scores of precisions and recall values according to the unigram. 

METEOR is combination of both precision and recall metric that is the main difference 

with BLEU. METEOR can overcome the restriction of rigorous matching by using the 

word and similar meaning based on unigram although BLEU and ROUGE have the 

difficulties to overcome that restriction. 

  Precision, 

P= 
m

wt
     (2.6) 

Recall, 

 R=
𝑚

𝑤𝑟
      (2.7) 
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Fmean = 
PR

αP +(1−α  )R
    (2.8) 

 

where, 

 

m: Number of unigrams in the candidate translation also found in reference 

 

wt : Number of unigrams in candidate translation 

 

𝑤𝑟 : Number of unigrams in reference translation 

 

2.3.6 Example Calculation of METEOR   

Reference R:  ူ ရ ေး ရယှာက်  မ်ေး ရ ေါ် မ ှာ စက် ဘ ေး စ ေး ရေ တယ် (11 words) 

Predicted P:  ူ န စ် ရယှာက် က စက် ဘ ေး စ ေး ရေ တယ် (9 words) 

Precision,  P= 
𝒎

𝒘𝒕
 =   

𝟕

𝟗
 = 0.777 

Recall,  R=
𝑚

𝑤𝑟
 =  

𝟕

𝟏𝟏
 = 0.636 

α =0.9 , 

F
mean 

 =
𝑷𝑹

αP +(𝟏−α  )𝑹
  =  0.6496 

 

2.4 Summary 

 In this chapter, overview of image captioning system and other different 

languages such as Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Indonesian and English are reviewed. In 

accordance with the review of previous image captioning system on different 

languages, there is no research on image captioning system for Myanmar Language. 

Moreover, three evaluation methods such as BLEU, ROUGE and METEOR metrics 

are described in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 

 

In this chapter, the computational model of deep learning has mainly discussed. 

Deep learning is a machine learning approach that is used to teach computer to do what 

appear natural to humans: determine by example to carry out classification tasks 

directly from images, text, and sound. Deep learning models can obtain state-of-the-art 

accuracy, sometimes superior human-level performance. A large set of labeled data are 

used to train the models and neural network architectures that include a lot of layers. In 

this work, the comparison on various neural network models is done for both encoder 

and decoder such as various pre-trained feature extraction models of Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN) as encoder, Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), Bidirectional Gated 

Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM), Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory, and Word embedding 

model as decoder. 

 

3.1 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are computational networks which are 

massively stimulated by the idea of biological nervous systems (such as the human 

brain) function. ANNs essentially consists of a high number of interconnected 

processing elements, which intertwine in a distributed fashion altogether to find out 

from the input in order to optimize its final output. 

Figure 3.1 presents the fundamental architecture of an ANN. All of the weight-

adjusted input values to a computational processing element are aggregated using a 

multidimensional vector of scalar function. After the input value is evaluated which 

will distribute it to the hidden layers. The process is repeated by the hidden layers to 

make decisions from the previous layer and weigh up how a stochastic change within 

itself detriments or improves the final output, and this is referred to as the process of 

learning. Having several hidden layers one by one and propagate information 

sequentially creating a deep structure is commonly called deep learning. 
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Figure 3.1 A Simple Three-Layered Feedforward Neural Network (FNN) 

There are two key learning approaches in machine learning: supervised and 

unsupervised learning. Supervised learning requires the pre-labelled inputs, which is 

utilized to classify new and to predict outcomes for unseen datasets. Unsupervised 

learning does not require any labels data. Training is done on raw and unlabeled data 

that is used to recognize patterns and to cluster similar features into a definite number 

of groups. The biggest difference between supervised and unsupervised learning is that 

labeled data is used to assist prediction outcomes or to classify data in one approach, 

whereas unsupervised learning is especially applied to comprehend relationships within 

datasets. 

 

3.2 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

Convolutional neural networks are distinguished from other neural networks by 

their superior performance with image, speech, or audio signal inputs. Figure 3.2 shows 

the block diagram of Convolutional Neural Network. 

Especially, there are four main operations in the Convolutional Neural Network 

as shown in Figure 3.2 below: 

1. Convolutional layer 

2. Non-Linearity (ReLU) 

3. Pooling layer or Sub Sampling 

4. Fully-connected (FC) layer 
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Figure 3.2 Block Diagram of Convolutional Neural Network 

CNN grows in its complication for each layer, recognizing larger portions of 

the image. Former layers recognize on simple features, such as colors and edges of 

images that are improved by the way of the layers of CNN. It begins to identify greater 

elements or shapes of the object as far as it lastly focused the expected objects. 

 

3.2.1 Convolutional Layer 

The core building block of a CNN is the convolutional layer where the greater 

part of computation takes place. Whenever CNN is applied for image captioning 

system, some components such as original input image, a filter, also known as a feature 

detector or a kernel that are the part of original input images are needed for moving 

across the receptive fields of the image to check if the feature is present. Every image 

can be considered as a matrix of pixel values. Let’s assume that the input may be a color 

image (3D image) which is the range of 0-to-255-pixel values. There are three 

dimensions in the correspondence RGB images such as height, width, and depth.  

The size of the filter can vary generally a 3x3 matrix weights that express the 

portion of the images to decide the size of receptive field. Let consider the 5x5 input 

image and 3x3 filter whose pixel values are as follows: 
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Figure 3.3 The Convolution Step 

 As can be seen in Figure 3.3 above, the feature detector matrix is slide over our 

original input image matrix by 1 pixel that are also called stride and for every position. 

It computes element wise multiplication between input image matrix and filter matrix 

and then the multiplication outputs are added to achieve the final integer values that are 

feed forward into the output array. Subsequently, the filter is moved according to a 

stride value and the process is repeating just before the kernel has swept across the 

whole image. The latest output from the series of dot products from the input and the 

filter is known as a feature map, activation map, or a convolved feature. 

There are three hyperparameters to control the size of the output volume: the 

depth, stride, and zero-padding. 

❖ First, the depth of the output volume is a hyperparameter: it correlates 

to the size of filters that are used for each learning to look for something 

different in the input. For example, the raw image is taken as input by 

the first Convolutional Layer, then different neurons along the depth 

dimension may activate in presence of various oriented edges, or blobs 

of color. A set of neurons will be mention that are all looking at the 

similar area of the input as a depth column.  

❖ Second, the stride value has to define to slide the filter. If the stride is 

1 then we shift the filters one pixel at a time. If the stride is 2 (or if the 

stride value is 3 or more, it is uncommonly and rare in practice), the 
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filters will jump 2 pixels at a time as we slide them around. After this 

operation will be produced the smaller output volumes. 

❖ The last one is Zero-padding that is utilized meanwhile the input 

images are not met with the filters. This sets all elements that the outside 

of the input matrix is filled with zero, generating a greater or equally 

sized output.  

 

3.2.2 Non-Linearity (ReLU) 

After the convolutional layer operation is done, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) 

is used to replace all negative pixel values in the feature map by zero. In this stage, we 

can also be used other non-linear functions such as Tanh or Sigmoid instead of ReLU. 

According to the experimental results, ReLU has been found to perform better in most 

situations. After applying the ReLu function, the rectified feature map (only non-

negative values) is obtained. 

  As we specified previously, the initial convolution layer is followed by another 

convolution layer. Meanwhile this occurs, the architecture of the CNN turns into 

hierarchical as the next layers can observe the pixels inside of the receptive fields of 

previous layers.   

 

3.2.3 Pooling Layer 

Pooling layers are also called down sampling which is used to decrease the 

dimensionality of each feature map and the size of parameters in the original input 

images. The operation of pooling layers is very similar with the convolutional layer, 

but the largest distinction is that this filter does not have any weights. Alternatively, the 

feature detector uses an aggregation function to the values within the receptive field, 

commonly the output array. It has three main kinds of pooling operations and they are 

as follows: 

❖ Max pooling: It takes the largest element from the rectified feature map 

within that window and assign to the output array. This operation is commonly 

used compared to average pooling. 

❖ Sum pooling: It evaluates the addition of all elements from the rectified 

feature map within that window and assign to the output array. 
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❖  Average pooling: Instead of taking the largest elements or sum of all 

elements, the average of all elements could be taken from the rectified feature 

map withing that window and then assign to the output array. 

Although a lot of information is vanished in the pooling layer, but retains the 

most important information. It also has a number of advantages to the CNN. They assist 

to decrease complication, promote capability, and restrict the risk of overfitting. Figure 

3.4 shows the operation of max pooling step. 

 

Figure 3.4 Max Pooling 

 

3.2.4 Fully-Connected Layer 

In the fully-connected layer, the pixel values of the input image are not directly 

communicated to the output layer in fractionally connected layers. Nevertheless, in the 

fully-connected layer, each node in the output layer connects directly to a node in the 

former layer. 

This layer carries out the task of classification based on the features extraction 

through the former layers and their different filters. While convolutional and pooling 

layers turn to apply ReLu functions, FC layers normally used a softmax activation 

function to classify the given input images appropriately, generating a probability value 

from 0 to 1. This layer classified the given input image with their probability values 

Max (2,4,7,8) = 8 

Max (3,2,2,1) = 3 

Max (1,0,3,4) = 4 
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using softmax activation function. Figure 3.5 displays the fully connected layer- each 

node is connected to every other node in the adjacent layer [32][70]. According to the 

four possible outputs as shown in Figure 3.5, a given input image may be boat because 

it has the highest probability value 0.94 among them. These are the overview operations 

of CNN. 

 

Figure 3.5 Fully Connected Layer 

 

3.3 Types of Convolutional Neural Networks 

A number of various CNN architectures have developed with the initiation of 

new datasets, such as MNIST and CIFAR-10, and competitions, ImageNet Large Scale 

Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC). Keras applications module is applied to 

produce pre-trained model for deep neural networks that are utilized for prediction, 

feature extraction and fine tuning. 

 

3.3.1 Pre-trained Feature Extraction Models 

Pre-trained model contains two modules: model Architecture and model 

Weights. Model weights are large file so we have to download and extract the feature 

from ImageNet database. In this thesis, six popular pre-trained feature extraction 

models are used as follows: 

❖ VGG16 

❖ VGG19 

❖ InceptionV3 

❖ InceptionResNetV2 
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❖ NASNetLarge 

❖ EfficientNetB7 

VGG16: Visual Geometry Group (VGG) OxfordNet 16-layer of CNN is a pre-trained 

model on ImageNet dataset that is utilized for image classification. The Output of 

VGG16 is the probability of each class to classify for the image classification system. 

The last layer of the VGG16 is removed because we need to utilize the output of 

second last layer as feature parameters for individual image. It has 4096 parameters to 

extract the feature vectors for each image and default input image size of VGG16 is 

224x224 that are next processed by a Dense layer to generate a 256 elements 

representation of an image [34][53]. 

VGG19: The functionality of Visual Geometry Group (VGG) OxfordNet 19-layer is 

very similar with VGG16. VGG16 and VGG19 networks have the total number of 

weight layers 16 and 19 respectively. VGG19 has 3 more convolutional layers than 

VGG16 [34]. 

InceptionV3: is applied in image feature extraction module. During the training 

module, the model has two inputs: firstly, an image feeds into the pre-trained 

InceptionV3 model by removing output layer and added a fully connected layer that is 

called dense map which is utilized to connect the extracted features of images with the 

first state in Language Model. The second input is a caption that has been preprocessed 

which is become a sequence index of tokens. During the testing module, the input is 

an image as well as index of token and will generate the index of next tokens one by 

one. The index tokens have previously generated that will be passed again until the 

model generates maximum sequence length or end of the token. Inception-V3 has 

different feature extraction capabilities from another CNN architectures. It uses a lot 

of convolution filters and combines the convolution results in inception module. The 

features vector of input images is defined to be 2048 elements and processed by a 

Dense layer to produce a 256 elements representation of the photo [13][14]. 

 Google’s InceptionResNetV2: GoogleAI’s ingenious InceptionResNetV2 model is 

the main part of image understanding module. The CNN is one of the most powerful 

feature extraction models which is comprised of various innovative approaches and 

helps us to generate captions. The number of weight layers in the network are 449 

layers deep and it is widely accepted by now. The deeper networks yield the better 
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understanding the contents of images. The initial layers of network consist of 3 

standard convolutional layers followed by a max-pooling layer which is again 

followed by 2 convolutional layers and a max pooling layer. The inception convolution 

is the next stage in the network and simultaneously convoluting an input using various 

sizes of filters for each convolution and then stacking the result together and feeding 

it forwards to the rest of the network. The inceptions and residual part of the network 

perform where the network uses dropout layers to prevent overfitting. What’s more, 

the second last layer is a fully connected layer which influence all neurons on the basis 

of learnings. Finally, softmax layer is used to distribute the probability scores to the 

final 1000 neurons [13][14]. 

NASNetLarge: NASNetLarge is a pre-trained feature extraction model of 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that achieved 82.5% top-1 classification 

accuracy on ImageNet dataset. This model is trained using ImageNet database which 

contains over the million images. It can be categorized the images into 1000 object 

classification. Accordingly, the network has learned the details of features 

representations for a large range of images. It has 4032 parameters to extract the 

feature vectors for each image and default input image size of NASNetLarge is 

331x331 that are next processed by a Dense layer to generate a 256 elements 

representation of images. The output of second fully connected layer before the 

softmax layer is eliminated because we don’t need to classify the image. This pre-

trained model is applied to retrieve all of the feature vectors of images within the 

dataset and the transfer-values is save with the pickle file extension so that we can be 

reloaded faster for next evaluation [11][9]. 

EfficientNetB7: EfficientNetB7 is the combination of Mobile Nets and ResNet that are 

scaled up to improve the effectiveness of the model. To go even further, a new baseline 

network is designed by using neural architecture search and scale it up to achieve a 

family of models, called EfficientNets, which obtained much better accuracy and 

efficiency than previous ConvNets. In particular, EfficientNetB7 obtained the state-of-

the-art 84.3% top-1 accuracy on ImageNet. Higher resolutions, such as 600x600, are 

also widely used in object detection ConvNets.  

It has 2560 parameters to extract the feature vectors for each image and default 

input image size of EfficientNetB7 is 600x600 that are next processed by a Dense layer 

to generate a 256 elements representation of the images. The last layer of 
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EfficientNetB7 model is removed to avoid classification of the image. The output of 

second fully connected layer is taken as the initial state of Bi-LSTM in the decoder after 

it is downsized by the dense map layer [41]. 

In the image features extraction part, we compared these popular convolution 

networks architectures- VGG16, VGG19, InceptionV3, InceptionResNetV2, 

NASNetLarge and EfficientNetB7 as encoders for the same image captioning model 

in order to find out which method is the best at feature extraction to apply for caption 

generation. According to our experimental results, we found that EfficientNetB7 is 

significantly better performance than other feature extraction models without changing 

the decoder model, therefore, EfficientNetB7 is used as the encoder of the proposed 

model. 

 

3.4 Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 

Recurrent neural network is the state-of-the-art algorithm for sequential data 

and that are used by Apple’s Siri and Google’s voice search. It is the first algorithm that 

remembers important things about the input they received, which allows them to be 

very precise in predicting what’s coming next, because of their internal memory. The 

reason for that, RNN makes it perfectly suited for machine learning problems that 

involve time series, speech, text, financial data, audio and video much more. However, 

RNN has the limitations like exploding gradients and vanishing gradients. Exploding 

gradients occurs when the algorithm assigns a stupidly high importance to the weights 

and vanishing gradients occur when the values of a gradient are too small and the model 

stops learning or takes way too long as a result. These major problems can be solved 

the concept of Long Short-Term Memory. 

 

3.5 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

Long Short-Term Memory network is considered as an extension of Recurrent 

Neural Network that is designed to handle temporal sequences and long-term 

dependencies that is more accurately than conventional RNNs. A typical LSTM 

network is comprised of different memory blocks called cells. The memory block is 

responsible to remember things and manipulation is done through three major 

mechanisms, called input gate, output gate and forget gate. The responsibility of input 
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gate is to add the information to the cell states that is important and is not redundant. 

The output flow of cell activations into the rest of the network is controlled by the 

output gate. A forget gate is responsible to remove information from the cell state that 

is no longer required for the LSTM to understand things. Less importance information 

is removed via multiplication of a filter that is required to optimize the performance of 

the LSTM network [61]. LSTM network takes the inputs from various sources: current 

input xt, the previous hidden state of all LSTM units ht-1 as well as previous memory 

cell state ct-1 at given time step t. At time step t, the updating of those gates for given 

inputs xt, ht-1 and ct-1 as follows: 

Input Gates: it = σ( Wxi xt + Whi ht-1 + bi)   (3.1) 

Forget Gates: ft = σ( Wxf xt + Whf ht-1 + bf)   (3.2) 

Output Gates: ot = σ( Wxo xt + Who ht-1 + bo)   (3.3) 

gt = ∅( Wxc xt + Whc ht-1 + bc)           (3.4) 

Cell States: ct = ft Θ ct-1 + it 𝛩 gt    (3.5) 

Cell Output: ht = ot 𝛩 ∅( ct)     (3.6) 

 Where W is the weight matrices learned from the network and b is bias vectors. 

σ is the sigmoid activation function, ∅ describes hyperbolic tangent and 𝛩 means the 

products with gate values. The architecture of Long Short-Term Memory network is 

shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6 Architecture of Long Short-Term Memory 
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3.6 Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) 

Bi-LSTM network is an enhancing of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

neural network that is involved an input layer, two hidden layers and an output layer. 

Input layer: Meanwhile the training module, the pre-tokenized words in our image 

captions corpus and their corresponding image features vectors from the former feature 

extraction model are taken by the input layer or word embedding layer as input. 

Individual word in the image descriptions sentences is transformed into one-hot 

encoded format in word embedding layer. Afterwards, the words and syllable vectors 

are the input parameters for the Bi-LSTM language model. 

Hidden layer: The hidden layer contains two isolated forward and backward LSTM 

networks, associating to the similar output layer. Meanwhile the training module, both 

of the forward hidden sentences ℎ⃗ t = (ℎ⃗ 1, ℎ⃗ 2, …...ℎ⃗ k) and backward hidden sentences ℎ⃗⃖t 

= (ℎ⃗⃖1, ℎ⃗⃖2, …..ℎ⃖⃗k) are used for the similar sentences of word vectors coming from the 

previous input layer to assign the parameters of the system to correctly generate 

captions. The forward and backward hidden layer are evaluated as the following 

equations: 

 

ℎ⃗ t = σ (𝑊ℎ⃗⃗  [ ℎ⃗
 t-1, wt ] + 𝑏ℎ⃗⃗  )     (3.7) 

ℎ⃗⃖t = σ (𝑊ℎ⃗⃗⃖[ ℎ⃗⃖t-1, wt ] + 𝑏ℎ⃗⃗⃖ )     (3.8) 

 

The integration of forward and backward layer created the final encoded hidden vector, 

 ht = [ℎ⃗ t, ℎ⃗⃖t]        (3.9) 

ht = 𝑊ℎ⃗⃗ ℎ⃗
 t + 𝑊ℎ⃗⃗⃖ ℎ⃗⃖t + 𝑏�̂�     (3.10) 

 

Output layer: In this output layer or dense layer, softmax activation function is utilized 

to selects the suitable words according to the sequences of data from both hidden layers, 

which is powerful as concerns with categorizations and probability dispersion 

difficulty. The output of this function is in the form of one-hot encoded word which is 

then transformed backward to word form in a high-level representation for image 

descriptions [40]. Figure 3.7 presents the architecture of Bidirectional Long Short-Term 

Memory. 
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Figure 3.7 Architecture of Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory 

 

3.7 Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 

Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) has been proposed by Kyunghyun Cho et al. [5] 

to apply favorably for machine translation as well as sequence generation. GRU is an 

advanced version of the Recurrent Neural Network that is utilized to solve the 

“vanishing” or “exploding” gradient difficulty of typical RNN. GRU can also be 

considered as a variation on LSTM both of them are designed similarly and, in some 

cases, produce equally excellent results. GRU has two gates, a reset gate and update 

gate. The update gate helps the model to determine what information to throw away 

and what new information to add which is similar to forget and input gate of LSTM. 

Essentially, the reset gate is used to decide how much of the past information to forget. 

In Figure 3.8, zt is the update gate, rt is the reset gate, h̃t is the candidate hidden 

state of the currently hidden node, ht is the current hidden state, xt is the input of the 

current neural network, and ht-1 is the hidden state at the previous moment. The 

detailed evaluation formulas are shown in the following equations: 

zt  = σ(wzxxt + uzhht-1)     (3.11) 

rt  = σ(wrxxt + urhht-1)     (3.12) 

h̃t  = tan(whxxt + rt 𝛩 uhhht-1)    (3.13) 

ht = (1-zt) 𝛩 h͂ + zt 𝛩 ht-1     (3.14) 
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Figure 3.8 Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) Neural Network Structure 

Where σ is the sigmoid activation function, which ranges from 0 to 1, 𝛩 is the 

Hadamard product of the matrix, w and u are the weight matrices that need to be 

learned, and zt and rt range from 0 to 1. 

 

3.8 Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU) 

A Bi-GRU neural network [45] is enhancing of a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 

neural network that is contained with two diffident GRU structure -forward and 

backward. This two-layer structure gives the output layer with the complete contextual 

information of the input information at every moment. The fundamental idea of the Bi-

GRU neural network is that the input sequence is fed through a forward neural network 

and a backward neural network, and then, the outputs of the two layers are connected 

in the same output layer. Figure 3.9 describes the two-layer Bi-GRU neural network 

utilized in this article in a time series expansion form. 

In Figure 3.9, the individual layer of Bi-GRU neural network, the forward layer 

evaluates the output of the hidden layer at each time from forward to backward, and the 

backward layer evaluates the output of the hidden layer at each time from backward to 

forward. The output layer superimposes and normalizes the output results of the 

forward layer and backward layer at each moment: 

ℎ𝑡
1⃗⃗⃗⃗  = f (𝑤

𝑥ℎ1⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗𝑥𝑡 + 𝑤
ℎ1⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ℎ1⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ℎ𝑡−1

1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  +𝑏
ℎ1⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗)    (3.15) 
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ℎ𝑡
1⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗= f (𝑤

𝑥ℎ1⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  𝑥𝑡 + 𝑤
ℎ1⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  ℎ1⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ℎ𝑡+1

1⃖⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ + 𝑏
ℎ1⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  )     (3.16) 

 

Where ℎ⃗ 1
t € RH are the output vectors of the forward hidden layer of the Bi-

GRU neural network at time t, H is the number of units in the GRU cell,  

ℎ𝑡
1⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ € RH is the output vectors of the backward hidden layer of the Bi-GRU neural 

networks at time t. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Bi-GRU Neural Network Structure 

 

 

3.9 Word Embedding 

The words require to be built meaningfully for comprehending of machine 

learning or deep learning algorithms. Hence, they must be represented statistical. 

Algorithms such as One Hot Encoding, Word2Vec, FastText, GloVe embedding 

methods are capable words to be represented statistical form as word embedding 

techniques utilized to handle such difficulty.  

Word embedding can supply dense expression of words and identify their 

meaning [56]. Word Embedding is a language modeling technique that is used to map 

words to vectors of statistic values. Words or phrases can be stated in vector space with 

various dimensions (e.g., 50, 100, 200, 300). Word embedding can handle huge 

dimension difficulty and it describes dense vector expression and identify 

morphological association in the middle of words. If words have same meaning, word 

vectors will be near with each other [38]. The main objective of word embedding is to 
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overcome infrequent and huge dimensional problems in Natural Language Processing 

(NLP). 

 

3.9.1 One Hot Encoding 

One hot encoding is one of the simplest approaches that is applied to express 

words numerically. In this method, a vector is constructed in the size of total values of 

individual words. The number of vectors is set such that the number of individual word 

association to its index is 1 and otherwise 0. This technique considers the fixed length 

with existence in image captions corpus in which all words are categorized in order and 

individual word has owned number.  

Let the size of corpus length is equivalence with n. Hence, the word with the 

number m from the corpus is matched with a vector size n including zeros but it has 

precisely one member similar to one as a substitute m. This way of transforming words 

into a vector is fine for its clarity and understandable division of vector descriptions for 

various words. However, commonly corpus has a moderately big length, vector 

descriptions for words of such a corpus achieved utilizing the represented approach are 

too enormous in size during being slightly inadequate. Concurrent, enormous 

dimensionality, paucity and inadequate capture of semantic association between words 

makes this way not well appropriate for apply in the difficulty of image captioning. 

 

3.9.2 Word2Vec 

Another commonly applied word embedding methods is Word2vec. When the 

vector preparation process is done by deciding the target word occurs with more often, 

the entire corpus is scanned. In such manner, the semantic adjacency of the words is also 

mentioned with each other. 

 Unlike One Hot Encoding methods, Word2Vec method is performed by using 

unsupervised learning. Artificial neural networks are used to train the unlabelled for 

building the Word2Vec model that produces word vectors. Dissimilar with other 

techniques, the vector size is not plenty as well as the number of unique words in the 

corpus. The size of the vector can be changed based on the size of corpus and kind of 

the projects. This is especially good for huge amount of text data. For example, if we 

assume that huge corpus contains 200 000 unique words, by the time vector construction 

is done with one hot encoding, vector size 200 000 is built for individual word, with the 
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value of only one element of 1 and otherwise 0. Nonetheless, by selecting the vector size 

200 (it can be greater or smaller according to the user’s selection) on the Word2Vec side, 

irrelevant big amount of vector size operations is avoided [72]. 

 

3.9.3 FastText 

 The process flow of FastText method is very analogous to Word2Vec, 

nevertheless the largest dissimilarity is that it also utilized N-grams characters as the 

minimum unit during training iterations [4]. For instance, let’s say that the word vector 

“Orange” contains in the training dataset but we have to take the vector of the word 

“Oange” after the training is completed. When Word2Vec model is utilized for this 

condition, an error will be occurred due to the word “Oange” does not contain in the 

corpus, and any vectors will not be given. Nonetheless, FastText model can be utilized 

for this condition, both of the vector will be given for the word of “Orange” and 

similarity of its words. As discussed above, not only the word itself but also N-gram 

alternative are contained in training (Example 3-gram representation for the word 

“Orange” -> “Ora”, “ran”, “ang”, “nge”). The greatest benefit of applying FastText is 

that it obtains the vectors for rare words or even words not found during training. It is 

one of the reasons to apply other alternatives in problem where words mistakes may 

occur [20][44][72]. 

 

3.9.4 GloVe (Global Vectors for Word Representation)  

GloVe stands for Global Vectors for word representation. It is an unsupervised 

algorithm for generating word vectors by aggregating global word co-occurrence 

matrices from a given corpus. The major objective of GloVe word embedding is to 

obtain the association in the midst of words from Global word-to-word co-occurrence 

statistics. Co-occurrence matrix formulate how many of frequently words co-occur with 

one another in the training corpus [30]. Therefore, GloVe embedding method is more 

suitable for image captioning system. The ratio of probabilities between two pairs of 

words are computed by using the following equation 3.17. 

 

F(wi, wj, w͂k) = 
𝑃𝑖𝑘

𝑃𝑗𝑘
     (3.17) 
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3.10 Summary 

 This chapter has discussed various neural network models for both encoder and 

decoder. In image understanding part, various pre-trained feature extraction models of 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) such as VGG16, VGG19, InceptionV3, 

InceptionResNetV2, NASNetLarge and EfficientNetB7 are described to know which 

feature extraction model is the best at image captioning in Myanmar Language as 

encoder. In caption generation part, four different language generation models such as 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), Bidirectional Gated 

Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU), Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) and 

word embedding vectors are reported in which language modelling is the best at image 

captioning system. The best result is obtained from Bi-LSTM with GloVe embedding 

vectors on both tasks word and syllable vectors as decoder of the image captioning 

system. Therefore, the model with the combination of EfficientNetB7 has been 

proposed as an encoder and Bi-LSTM with GloVe embedding vectors as a decoder of 

the system. It can be proved that the proposed model significantly better performance 

than other different neural networks models according to the various experimental 

results in next chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DATASET PREPARATION 

 

This chapter has mainly discussed the creation of image captions corpus in 

Myanmar language, image preprocessing, text preprocessing and building of word and 

syllable GloVe embedding vectors.  

 

4.1 Myanmar Image Captions Corpus Preparation  

Due to the limited time, Flickr8k dataset [25] has been chosen and 2k images 

are selected from Flickr30k dataset [46], a total 10k images for our investigation that 

are generally utilized dataset for captions annotation in English language. This dataset 

contains complicated everyday activities with common objects in normally appearing 

contexts and can be downloaded freely. Therefore, it covered large accessible 

classification of images. There is no Myanmar image caption dataset applicable in the 

literature, the captions of this dataset have been manually annotated. It contains five 

annotated captions per image to generate image captioning dataset for Myanmar 

language.  Myanmar image captions corpus is created in two distinct forms: 1) 

Automatic translation from English captions to Myanmar captions and 2) Direct image 

annotation with Myanmar language [42]. 

 

4.1.1 Translation English Captions to Myanmar Captions without Images  

Before translation of English captions dataset is done, it is necessarily to clean 

the text in this dataset in sequence to decrease the amount of the vocabulary of words. 

Therefore, all words in the English captions dataset are converted to small letter, 

eliminate all punctuation, eliminate all words that are one character or less in length 

(e.g., ‘a’) and remove all words with number in them. Once cleaned, the size of the 

vocabulary can be summarized. If the size of vocabulary is small, the training time for 

smaller model will train faster.  After the text preprocessing steps are done, all of the 

English image descriptions of the Flickr10k (Flickr8k+2k images from Flickr30) 

dataset are translated to Myanmar image captions without matching images by applying 

English to Myanmar Machine Translation. Attention based Neural Machine Translation 
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model is used to transform from English to Myanmar language [66]. The training 

process is done on UCSY Corpus which contains 220k English Myanmar Parallel 

sentences. Since the domain of training data is common and most of the sentences 

contain about news and conversations, the translated sentences are not satisfying to 

apply directly in our image captioning system. Even though the translated captions 

sentences do not correct accurately, the translated Myanmar image captions sentences 

assist to decrease the manual annotation time. 

 

4.1.2 Direct Building Myanmar Captions from Images 

In this step, the translated Myanmar image captions are manually checked and 

corrected by looking one by one to match the descriptions with their correspondent 

images. The researcher has created own natural language definition as in rooted 

impression for the image without using English image captions. The total Myanmar 

captions for 10k images are 50460 sentences with a vocabulary size of 3,350. The 

maximum captions length is 24 in words level and 32 in syllable level. 

Validation set contained 650 images to monitor the accuracy of trained model. 

The model accuracy improved and stabilized at the end of 15 epoch and then saved that 

model to obtain the best-learned model on the training dataset. Test set contained 650 

images to measure the achievement of the learned model and its generation on a test 

set. The rest of the images 8792 are used as training. Table 4.1 shows the example 

images and five annotated captions for each image with ID number. 

 

4.2 Image Preprocessing 

Data pre-processing plays the vital role in every deep learning algorithm. In 

Myanmar IC system, two different types of data pre-processing are required such as 

image pre-processing and text pre-processing. In image pre-processing step, the input 

images need to resize based on the specified format, i.e., 331x331 for NASNetLarge, 

224x224 for VGG16 and VGG19, 299x299 for InceptionV3 and InceptionResNetV2, 

and 600x600 for EfficientNetB7 to get the better quality and to avoid any numerical 

inconsistency during training and testing phases. The image pre-processing module can 

be offered by TensorFlow that can use freely for them to be read into memory, decoded 

as jpg, jpeg and resized utilizing pre-trained model. After the image pre-processing is 

done, the pre-processed image is provided as input to the image features extraction  
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Table 4.1 Example Images and Structure of Creation Corpus 

Images ID No Annotated Captions with Myanmar Language 

 

136310496 

 

 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က နွှာေး န စ်ရကှာင် ေဲဲ့ ယှာ ထွေ် ရေတယ်  
 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က ယှာ င်ေး ထဲမ ှာ နွှာေး န စ်ရကှာင် ေဲဲ့ ယှာ ထွေ် 
ရေတယ်  
 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က  ယ်ကွင်ေး ထဲမ ှာ အ ု ် ု ် ရေတယ်  
 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က  ယ်ကွင်ေး ထဲမ ှာ နွှာေး န စ်ရကှာင် န င်ဲ့  ယှာ 
ထွေ် ရေတယ်  
အမ   ေးသှာေး က ယှာ င်ေး ထဲမ ှာ နွှာေး န စ်ရကှာင် ေဲဲ့ ယှာ ထွေ် 
ရေတယ် 

 

136644885 

 

အမ   ေးသမ ေး က ကက ေးတံတှာေး ရ ေါ်မ ှာ  မ်ေးရ  ှာက် ရေတယ်  
ကက ေးတံတှာေး ရ ေါ်မ ှာ အမ   ေးသမ ေး တစ်ရယှာက်  မ်ေးရ  ှာက် 
ရေတယ်  
 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က ကက ေးတံတှာေး ရ ေါ်မ ှာ  မ်ေးရ  ှာက် ရေ 
တယ်  
 ူ မ ှာေး က ကက ေးတံတှာေး ရ ေါ်မ ှာ  မ်ေးရ  ှာက် ရေ ကက တယ်  
အမ   ေးသမ ေး တစ်ရယှာက် က ကက ေးတံတှာေး ရ ေါ်မ ှာ  မ်ေးရ  ှာက် 
ရေတယ် 

 

136645716 

 

 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က  င် ယ်ကမ်ေးရ   မ ှာ ထ ေး ရ ှာင်ေး ပ  ေး 
ထ ု င် ရေတယ်  
 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က ထ ေး ရ ှာင်ေး ပ  ေး ထ ု င် ရေတယ်  
အမ   ေးသှာေး က ကမ်ေးရ   မ ှာ ထ ေး ရ ှာင်ေး ပ  ေး ထ ု င် ရေတယ်  
အမ   ေးသှာေး တစ်ရယှာက် က ကမ်ေးရ   မ ှာ ထ ေး ရ ှာင်ေး ပ  ေး ထ ု င် 
ရေတယ်  
ထ ေး ရ ှာင်ေး ထှာေး ရသှာ အမ   ေးသှာေး က ကမ်ေးရ   မ ှာ ထ ု င် 
ရေတယ် 

 

13327175 

 

 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က ဝက် က ု  ကက ေး ေဲဲ့  ဲွ ထှာေး တယ်  
 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က ဝက် က ု  ကက ေး  ဲွပ  ေး  မ်ေးရ  ှာက် 
ရေတယ်  
 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က ဝက် က ု  ကက ေး   ည် ထှာေး တယ်  
အမ   ေးသှာေး က ဝက် က ု  ကက ေး ေဲဲ့  ဲွပ  ေး  မ်ေးရ  ှာက် ရေတယ်  
အမ   ေးသှာေး တစ်ရယှာက် က ဝက် က ု  ကက ေး ေဲဲ့  ဲွပ  ေး 
 မ်ေးရ  ှာက် ရေတယ် 

 

136644886 

 

 ူ တစ်ရယှာက် သစ် င် ရအှာက် မ ှာ င ေးမ ှာေး ရေတယ် 
ရေကေ် ရဘေး သစ် င် ရအှာက်မ ှာ  ူ တစ်ရယှာက် င ေးမ ှာေး 
ရေတယ် 
အမ   ေးသှာေး က သစ် င် ရအှာက်မ ှာ င ေးမ ှာေး ရေတယ် 
သစ် င် ရအှာက်မ ှာ  ူ တစ်ရယှာက် င ေးမ ှာေး ရေတယ် 
အမ   ေးသှာေး တစ်ရယှာက် သစ် င် ရအှာက်မ ှာ င ေးမ ှာေး ရေတယ် 
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Shape of the image: (333, 500, 3)   Shape After resize: (224, 224, 3) 

 

Figure 4.1 Original Image  Figure 4.2 After Resize Image with (224, 224, 3) 

model of CNN and then the extracted features are passed as input to the Bi-LSTM unit. 

For example, Figure 4.1 is the original image which has the shape (333, 500, 3) and this 

image is resized with the dimension of 224x224 as show in Figure 4.2. 

 

4.3  Text Preprocessing 

Basically, Myanmar language is a syllabic language. Myanmar script has 33 

consonants, 8 vowels, 2 diacritics, 11 medials, a vowel killer or ASAT, 10 digits and 2 

punctuation marks. Each consonant has default vowel sound and itself works as a 

syllable. Words in Myanmar language are composition of one or more syllables and a 

syllable may also contain one or more characters. A word “Myanmar” “ မေ်မှာ” is 

composed of two syllables ‘ မေ်’ and ‘မှာ’. A character can stand as a syllable itself or a 

syllable in Myanmar language may be made up of one or several characters. For 

example, in the first syllable, “ မေ်”, the sub syllabic elements are Consonant(မ) + 

Medial (  ) + Consonant (ေ)and Vowel Killer ( ်) constitute to form the syllable ‘ မေ်’. 

In this work, two distinct kinds of segmentation such as word and syllable segmentation 

are used in text preprocessing step and then built the own GloVe embedding vectors for 

both segmentations to compared with one-hot encoding vectors.  
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4.3.1 Word Segmentation  

The sentences manually created in Myanmar image descriptions corpus are not 

tokenized accurately to get the quality improvement for Myanmar image captioning. 

Word segmentation is the essential preprocessing step to generate image captions with 

Myanmar language due to Myanmar text particularly does not contain white space 

between words although space sometimes exists between phrases. Therefore, Myanmar 

word segmentation process is done by using UCSYNLP word segmenter [62] in this 

work. After segmenting all of Myanmar image captions sentences in the corpus, the ‘|‘ 

symbols from the segmented sentences are eliminated and recovered with space.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Structure of Myanmar Image Captions Corpus for Word Segmentation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Structure of Myanmar Image Captions Corpus for Word Segmentation 

The sample structure of Myanmar image captions corpus for word segmentation 

is shown in Figure 4.3. The structure of word and syllable segmentation process for a 

136310496 လူ တစ်ယယောက် က ယောခင််း ထဲမှော န ော်း နစ်ှယကောင ်နဲ ဲ့ ထယ် ထ  ်း ယနတယ် 

136310496  လူ တစ်ယယောက် က န ော်း နစ်ှယကောင ်နဲ ဲ့ ယော ထ န ်ယနတယ်  

136310496  လူ တစ်ယယောက် က လယ်က င််း ထမှဲော န ော်း နစ်ှယကောင ်နငှဲ့ ်အလ ပ်လ ပ် ယနတယ်  

136310496  လူ တစ်ယယောက် က လယ်က င််း ထမှဲော န ော်း နစ်ှယကောင ်နငှ်ဲ့ ယော ထ န ်ယနတယ်  

136310496  အမ   ်းသော်း က ယောခင််း ထဲမှော န ော်း နစ်ှယကောင ်နဲ ဲ့ ယော ထ န ်ယနတယ် 

13327175 လူ တစ်ယယောက် က ဝက် က   ကက  ်း နဲ ဲ့ ဆ  ဲထော်း တယ်  

13327175  လူ တစ်ယယောက် က ဝက် က   ကက  ်း နဲ ဲ့ ဆ ပဲပ ်း လမ််းယလ ောက် ယနတယ်  

13327175  လူ တစ်ယယောက် က ဝက် က   ကက  ်း ခ ည် ထော်း တယ်  

13327175  အမ   ်းသော်း က ဝက် က   ကက  ်း နဲ ဲ့ ဆ ပဲပ ်း လမ််းယလ ောက် ယနတယ်  

13327175  အမ   ်းသော်း က ဝက် တစ်ယကောင ်က   ကက  ်း နဲ ဲ့ ဆ ပဲပ ်း လမ််းယလ ောက် ယနတယ် 

136644885  အမ   ်းသမ ်း က ကက  ်းတံတော်း ယပေါ်မှော လမ််းယလ ောက် ယနတယ် 

136644885  ကက  ်းတံတော်း ယပေါ်မှော အမ   ်းသမ ်း တစ်ယယောက် လမ််းယလ ောက် ယနတယ်  

136644885  လူ တစ်ယယောက် က ကက  ်းတံတော်း ယပေါ်မှော လမ််းယလ ောက် ယန တယ်  

136644885  လူ မ ော်း က ကက  ်းတံတော်း ယပေါ်မှော လမ််းယလ ောက် ယန ကက တယ် 

 136644885  အမ   ်းသမ ်း တစ်ယယောက် က ကက  ်းတံတော်း ယပေါ်မှော လမ််းယလ ောက် ယနတယ် 
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Myanmar image caption sentence in the corpus is illustrated as shown below and the 

meaning is “Bird is eating the food”: 

Before Segmentation: င က်ကရ ေးအစှာစှာေးရေတယ် 

After Word Segmentation: င က်ကရ ေး အစှာ စှာေး ရေတယ် 

After Syllable Segmentation: င က် က ရ ေး အ စှာ စှာေး ရေ တယ် 

 

4.3.2 Syllable Segmentation 

In Natural Language Processing, syllable segmentation [71] is very important 

preprocessing step. In Myanmar, words can be made up of one or more syllables, and 

syllable consists of one or more character.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Structure of Myanmar Image Captions Corpus for Syllable Segmentation 

136310496 လူ တစ် ယယောက် က ယော ခင််း ထ ဲမှော န ော်း နစ်ှ ယကောင ်နဲ ဲ့ ထယ် ထ  ်း ယန တယ ်

136310496  လူ တစ် ယယောက် က န ော်း နစ်ှ ယကောင ်နဲ ဲ့ ယော ထ န ်ယန တယ်  

136310496  လူ တစ် ယယောက် က လယ် က င််း ထ ဲမှော န ော်း နစ်ှ ယကောင ်နငှဲ့ ်အ လ ပ် လ ပ် ယန တယ်  

136310496  လူ တစ် ယယောက် က လယ် က င််း ထ ဲမှော န ော်း နစ်ှ ယကောင ်နငှ်ဲ့ ယော ထ န ်ယန တယ်  

136310496  အ မ   ်း သော်း က ယော ခင််း ထ ဲမှော န ော်း နစ်ှ ယကောင ်နဲ ဲ့ ယော ထ န ်ယန တယ ်

13327175 လူ တစ် ယယောက် က ဝက် က   ကက  ်း နဲ ဲ့ ဆ  ဲထော်း တယ်  

13327175  လူ တစ် ယယောက် က ဝက် က   ကက  ်း နဲ ဲ့ ဆ  ဲပပ ်း လမ််း ယလ ောက် ယန တယ်  

13327175  လူ တစ် ယယောက် က ဝက် က   ကက  ်း ခ ည် ထော်း တယ်  

13327175  အ မ   ်း သော်း က ဝက် က   ကက  ်း နဲ ဲ့ ဆ  ဲပပ ်း လမ််း ယလ ောက် ယန တယ်  

13327175  အ မ   ်း သော်း က ဝက် တစ် ယကောင ်က   ကက  ်း နဲ ဲ့ ဆ  ဲပပ ်း လမ််း ယလ ောက် ယန တယ ်

136644885  အ မ   ်း သ မ ်း က ကက  ်း တ ံတော်း ယပေါ် မှော လမ််း ယလ ောက် ယန တယ် 

136644885  ကက  ်း တ ံတော်း ယပေါ် မှော အ မ   ်း သ မ ်း တစ် ယယောက် လမ််း ယလ ောက် ယန တယ်  

136644885  လူ တစ် ယယောက် က ကက  ်း တံ တော်း ယပေါ် မှော လမ််း ယလ ောက် ယန တယ်  

136644885  လူ မ ော်း က ကက  ်း တ ံတော်း ယပေါ် မှော လမ််း ယလ ောက် ယန ကက တယ် 

 136644885  အ မ   ်း သ မ ်း တစ် ယယောက် က ကက  ်း တ ံတော်း ယပေါ် မှော လမ််း ယလ ောက် ယန တယ် 
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Regular Expression (RE) based Myanmar syllable segmentation algorithm 

"sylbreak" is applied to token from the Myanmar image descriptions sentences into 

syllable level. When all of Myanmar image descriptions have been segmented into 

syllable sentences, the "|" symbol from the segmented sentences is eliminated and 

recovered with white space that are leading the trim process.  

In this work, two distinct kinds of corpus such as word segmentation corpus and 

syllable segmentation corpus are created for training to compare which segmentation 

ways is more effective on Myanmar image captioning system. After that, our own 

GloVe vectors for both word and syllable segmented corpus are built using GloVe v.1.2. 

Figure 4.4 shows the sample structure of Myanmar image captions corpus for syllable 

segmentation. 

 

4.4 Word Embedding 

Word embedding is basically a form of word representation that transforms 

human understanding language to form vectors of each word. In word embedding, each 

word in our corpus is described as real-valued vectors in a specified vector space. 

Individual word is assigned to one vector and the vector values are accomplished in a 

way that resembles a neural network. Word2Vec and GloVe are the most commonly 

use techniques to learn word vectors by utilizing shallow neural network. In this work, 

GloVe is used in word and syllable embedding phase based on Bi-LSTM neural 

network after pre-processing step. 

GloVe: GloVe (Global Vectors for Word Representation) is an approach to achieve 

vector representations utilizing unsupervised learning methods as stated by matrix 

factorization techniques on the word-context matrix [30]. A huge matrix of co-

occurrence information is constructed and count the number of each “word” (rows), 

and how to see frequently this word in some “context” (columns) in a huge corpus. 

Using the GloVe library, each word and syllable in the monolingual Myanmar corpus 

is transformed to a 300-dimensional vector. 

 

4.4.1 Construction of Word and Syllable GloVe Embedding Vectors  

Recently, word embedding model has been used in text to speech [6], text 

summarization [67] with their own corpus for Myanmar language. In [48-21], only two 
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set of pre-trained word vectors models can be accessed publicly for Myanmar language. 

The pre-trained word embedding models cannot be utilized directly due to the words 

are not corresponded with our image captioning system. Therefore, our own word and 

syllable vectors are built with standard Unicode encoding for more coverage and much 

better performance of Myanmar image captioning system. While building the syllable 

and word GloVe vectors for our own image captions corpus, there are some issues in 

counting vocabulary and find out unknown terms for each word in the image captions 

corpus because of the inadequate amount of data in building GloVe embedding vectors. 

Hence, the text data is gathered to create a vast monolingual Myanmar corpus for the 

purpose of creation better efficiency word embedding model with broad coverage. 

Myanmar news corpus [67] (around 10k sentences) is utilized by gathering several 

Myanmar News websites which involves different types of news such as World news, 

business, health, politics, Entertainment, education and sport.  

In monolingual Myanmar corpus, the sentences are combined from our Myanmar 

image captions corpus (50460 sentences) and the sentences from Myanmar News 

corpus. Finally, it consists of the total 60460 sentences. After gathering the text data, 

the further step is constructing GloVe embedding model for both word and syllable 

Myanmar image captions corpus that are mapped with vectors of real values using the 

GloVe v.1.2. 

 

4.4.2 GloVe Embedding Vector Setting 

After collecting the text data, GloVe embedding vectors are created for both 

tasks using the GloVe v.1.2. Individual word and syllable are presented as real-valued 

vectors with various dimensionality (50, 100, 200, 300). The training iteration was 

repeated 15 times with negative sampling. The length of training context is set to 8 for 

all models. The window size is set to 15 and the minimum vocabulary count is denoted 

as 5. Embedding layer contains the number of vocabularies, dimension of each word 

vector and maximum length of input vector. After doing experiment with various 

dimensions (50, 100, 200, 300), 300-dimension is selected in our experiment for better 

performance. 

Some example vectors values of 300 dimensions are shown for syllable vector 

“မ   ်း” and word vector “အမ   ်းသမ ်း” in the following: 
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❖ Syllable Vector မ   ေး ➔ 1.217643 0.760280 -0.657219 -1.344656 1.557007 

0.722238 0.253888 1.079134 -0.059733 0.468703 -0.379546 -

1.748968…… 

 

❖ Word Vector အမ   ေးသမ ေး ➔ -0.128325 -0.828009 1.758781 -0.788344 

0.298282 0.200081 -0.018604 1.738469 -0.316292 -1.658677 0.996643 

0.449300 -0.600717 -0.554563…. 

 

4.5 Summary 

 In this chapter, the way of how to build the Myanmar image captions corpus 

and image preprocessing step have been presented. The nature of Myanmar language 

is also presented in brief. Text preprocessing, building of word and syllable vectors 

have been presented in this chapter. Word and syllable embedding features from our 

trained GloVe vectors will be used in Myanmar image captioning system to enhance 

the language modelling in next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

VGG16 AND LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY FOR MYANMAR 

IMAGE DESCRIPTION 

 

Image Captioning is a challenging task in the area of artificial intelligence 

problem where a textual description with different languages is produced for a given 

input photo. It needs both methods from computer vision to comprehend the content of 

the images and a language model from the domain of natural language processing to 

predict the interpreting feature vectors of the image into words in the correct order. 

Currently, deep learning techniques obtained the state-of-the-art results in the domain 

of image captioning difficulty. What is most impressive about these methods is a 

specific end-to-end model can be specified to generate a description, given a photo, 

instead of needing complicated data modification or a pipeline of especially considered 

models. 

This chapter describes the comparison of two different feature extraction 

models: VGG16 and VGG19 of CNN as encoder and Long Short-Term Memory as 

decoder. These combination models’ results are presented in this chapter. 

 

5.1 VGG16 and LSTM Based Image Captioning System 

The Architecture of VGG16 and LSTM based image captioning system is 

shown in Figure 5.1. This architecture especially consists of two different modules. The 

first one is image understanding module using the pre-trained feature extraction model 

of CNN and the second one is text understanding module using Long Short-Term 

Memory. In image understanding module, Convolutional Neural Network is widely 

utilized because image classification problems can be solved successfully with high 

accuracy. Two different types of models such as VGG16 and VGG19 for feature 

extraction of images dataset are compared and tested. The two different features 

extractions models have the different capabilities, and the input image size of both 

models are 224× 224× 3 and the convolutional feature size of VGG is 4096. The last 

layer of the pre-trained feature extraction models is removed because the feature vectors 

are needed instead of classification the images and then the output is applied from 

second last layer as feature parameters for each image. Individual image has 4096 
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parameters that are extracted to process by a Dense layer to generate a 256-element 

depiction of an image. Figure 5.2 describes the model summary of VGG16 with LSTM. 

In text understanding module, LSTM can keep information in memory for a 

long time and extract series of information through time. The text understanding part 

predicts the appropriate words or phrases according to the word embedding vector of 

former module. The language generation model is trained to produce individual word 

in the image captions after it has found both image feature vectors and all of the prior 

words in our corpus. For all given sentences in Myanmar image captions corpus, two 

extra symbols like “startseq” and “endseq” are added to know exactly for begin word 

and end word of image captions. Whenever endseq is observed, generating caption is 

stopped that is denoted end of the sentence. In this model, the input sequences length is 

defined 21 words which are passed into an Embedding layer and then utilize a mask to 

omit filled values and followed by an LSTM layer with 256 memory units. Both of the 

models produced a 256-element vector and regularization of 50% dropout is utilized to 

decrease over fitting during the training.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Architecture of VGG16 and LSTM Based Image Captioning 
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Figure 5.2 Model Summary of VGG16 with LSTM  

In decoding part, the model mixed the vectors from both previous feature 

vectors and one-hot vectors by utilization an extension action and then passed to a 

Dense 256 neuron layer to produce the softmax classification for the next word in the 

captions over the whole corpus. Loss value is calculated for both models by using the 

following equation:  

L (I, S) = - ∑ log 𝑝𝑡(𝑆𝑡)
𝑁
𝑡=1     (5.1) 

Where I is given input image and S is machine predicted caption, N is the length 

of predicted description. pt and St are probability and generate word at time t 
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respectively. While the training iteration is doing, we have attempted to decrease the 

loss value. 

This paper has done experiment only 15000 Myanmar image captions sentences 

for 3k images that are taken from the Flickr8k dataset which contains five annotated 

captions for each image. The structure of building Myanmar image captions corpus is 

described in Chapter 4. Although the size of the corpus is small, the acceptable 

performance can be obtained. 

 

5.2 Experimental Setups 

The two different models for creating and training deep neural networks are 

conducted on K80 GPU machine. Keras API library is used with TensorFlow backend. 

When the given amount of training data is trained, both of the models are set at the 10 

epochs. Both of the models are stable after the 5th iterations; therefore, the best learned 

model and loss values are saved for each training times. In 10 folds cross validation 

setting, the minimal loss value is 2.097 on trained data and the minimal validation loss 

is 2.513 on development dataset by applying VGG16 with LSTM. Next, the minimal 

loss is 2.114 for the trained dataset and the validation loss is 2.513 for the development 

dataset by applying VGG19 with LSTM. As can be seen that the minimal lost value for 

validation of both models is the absolutely identical. Figure 5.3 and 5.4 display the 

alternative loss values of training and validation by utilizing two distinct models.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Alternative Loss Values of Training and Validation in Each Fold Utilizing 

VGG16 with LSTM 
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Figure 5.4 Alternative Loss Values of Training and Validation in Each Fold Utilizing 

VGG19 with LSTM 

 

 

5.3 10-Fold Cross Validation 

In this chapter, the performance of predictive models is evaluated using BLEU 

and 10-fold cross validation setting that are randomly partitioned the original dataset 

into 10 equal subsets. 9 sets are used for training dataset to train the model and the rest 

1 set is used to evaluate for testing dataset. The cross-validation process is iterated 10 

times (the fold) and individual subsets is utilized accurately once for the validation data. 

The average evaluation results for all the iterations are calculated to generate a single 

evaluation result. In Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, the BLEU scores of individual iterations 

with distinct testing datasets are shown. The average BLEU scores for the comparison 

of VGG16 with LSTM model and VGG19 with LSTM model are shown in Figure 5.5.  

As can be seen in Table 5.1, we achieved the average BLEU-1 score of 64.14%, 

48.58% of BLEU-2, 39.86% of BLEU-3 and 24.38% of BLEU-4 score using VGG16 

with LSTM model. In Table 5.2, we obtained the average BLEU-1 score of 63.51%, 

48.12% of BLEU-2, 39.55% of BLEU-3 and 24.18% of BLEU-4 score using VGG19 

with LSTM model. According to these experimental results, VGG16 and VGG19 

achieved the relatively similar results and do not give any qualitative difference. 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of VGG16 and VGG19 

 

 

 

Table 5.1 10-Fold Cross Validation for VGG16 with LSTM [P1] 

 
Training Times BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 

Fold 1 61.5 47.6 40.3 25.9 

Fold 2 62.4 46.4 37.1 22.2 

Fold 3 64.8 49.3 40.5 23.8 

Fold 4 65.6 49.8 41.2 26.0 

Fold 5 66.2 50.8 41.6 25.2 

Fold 6 64.3 48.7 40.5 25.6 

Fold 7 62.5 46.4 36.9 21.4 

Fold 8 63.1 46.8 37.9 22.8 

Fold 9 64.9 50.2 42.4 26.8 

Fold 10 66.1 49.8 40.2 24.1 

Total 641.4 

 

485.8 

 

398.6 

 

243.8 

 

Average 64.14 48.58 39.86 24.38 
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Table 5.2 10-Fold Cross Validation for VGG19 with LSTM [P1] 

 

Training Times BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 

Fold 1 65.1 50.6 42.7 28.0 

Fold 2 60.6 44.7 36.4 20.9 

Fold 3 58.8 44.1 36.3 21.2 

Fold 4 65.6 49.3 39.2 22.7 

Fold 5 67.0 51.1 41.5 24.9 

Fold 6 65.9 50.0 41.0 25.4 

Fold 7 54.6 40.7 34.2 21.3 

Fold 8 65.5 49.2 40.1 24.6 

Fold 9 65.4 51.4 43.6 28.2 

Fold 10 66.6 50.1 40.5 24.6 

Total 635.1 481.2 395.5 241.8 

Average 63.51 48.12 39.55 24.18 

 

 

5.4 Experiment Results and Analysis 

The generated captions for both VGG16 and VGG19 pre-trained feature 

extraction models are nearly similar and is not provided any qualitative difference. 

Accordingly, the generated results from VGG16 with LSTM is mainly focused in this 

chapter. In Figure 5.6 (a), the model is able to generate the major features and actions 

of the images accurately such as “ရကှာင်ရ ေး” (“the boy”) “ရေကူေးကေ် ထဲမ ှာ” (“in the 

swimming pool”) “ရေကူေး ရေတယ်” (“is swimming”) and the relationship between 

images and captions are also described accurately. In Figure 5.6 (b), the model can 

capture the count of the objects, place, and activities like “ကရ ေး မ ှာေး” (“Children”),  

“ရေကူေးကေ်” (“in the lake”) and “ကစှာေး ရေ ကက တယ်” (“are playing”). In Figure 5.6 (c), 

the model can predict the count of the objects like “ရ ွေး န စ် ရကှာင်” (“two dogs”) and 

also identify the place correctly “ မက် င်ေးစ မ်ေး ထဲမ ှာ” (“in the green grass”), “ကစှာေး ရေ 

ကက တယ်” (“are playing”). If we look at Figure 5.6 (a), Figure 5.6 (b) and Figure 5.6 
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(c), the model can capture the significant features, number of objects, activities of the 

images and also predicts grammatical correct sentences. In spite of that, we can be seen 

in Figure 5.6 (d) for open test image, the model can identify the main feature which is 

“ ူ တစ်ရယှာက်” (“a person”) and “ထ ု င် ရေတယ်” (“sitting”), nonetheless, it is not able 

to capture the object completely and misidentify the object like ေံေံ (wall) instead of 

 ုံတေ်ေးရ ည် (bench). In conclusion, it is the restriction of this model and we will be 

focusing the necessary for future work regarding the model. In Chapter 7, the proposed 

models can resolve this problem, and can generate precisely the association between 

images and its captions even for open test images. All of the Figures 5.6 (a), 5.6 (b), 

5.6 (c) and 5.6 (d) are generated with captions automatically in Myanmar Language 

without any human intervention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) In English: The boy is swimming in the swimming pool 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) In English: Children are playing in the swimming pool 
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(c) In English: Two dogs are playing in the green grass 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d) In English: A person is sitting on the wall 

 

Figure 5.6 Generated Captions Using VGG16 with LSTM  

  

5.5 Summary 

In this chapter, Visual Geometry Group (VGG) OxfordNet 16 layers and 19 

layers of Convolutional Neural Network are compared as encoder to know which is the 

best at feature extraction of images, and single hidden layer Long Short-Term Memory 

model is applied as decoder for Myanmar automatic image caption generation. The 

system performance is measured on the image captions corpus (around 15k Myanmar 

sentences for 3k images) using 10-fold cross validation and Bilingual Evaluation 

Understudy Score (BLEU). According to the experiment results, it is found that the 

performance of VGG16 and VGG19 are not different significantly. Moreover, the 

combination of pre-trained VGG16 and Long Short-Term Memory for Myanmar image 
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captioning system can give acceptable performance on our tiny corpus. It is believed 

that the system performance will be given more acceptable if the size of corpus is 

enlarged as we proved in next chapters. After doing various experiments on different 

size of the corpus, it is found that the size of training data is very important in machine 

learning algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 6 

INCEPTIONRESNETV2 AND RECURRENT NEURAL 

NETWORK FOR MYANMAR IMAGE DESCRIPTION 

 

Image captioning is one of the most challenging tasks in Artificial Intelligence 

which combines computer vision as well as natural language processing (NLP). 

Computer vision plays an important role to extract key information in images and 

natural language processing generates the corresponding descriptions. The aim of 

image captioning is to generate a suitable sentence of the content of given image. 

Nowadays, social media networks such as Facebook and Twitter can directly generate 

captions from images. The exact information can be gained from these photos where 

are the places: (e.g., beach, cafe, and road), what are the people wearing and importantly 

what are they doing there [68]. It is very useful and has a great impact on visually 

impaired person who can only feel the world by touch. The automatic generation of 

descriptions from the images with proper sentences are very difficult and challenging 

task for machine.  

The task of automatic caption generation for a given image is significantly 

harder than object recognition and image classification. The caption generation of an 

image involves not only the objects in the image, but also relation between these objects 

with their attributes and activities shown in images [12]. In this chapter, InceptionV3 

and InceptionResNetV2 are used the feature extraction models as encoder and Gated 

Recurrent Unit and Long Short-Term Memory are used the language models as 

decoder. The experiment results are reported by comparing the VGG16 with LSTM 

model described in Chapter 5. 

 

6.1 InceptionResNetV2 and RNN Based Myanmar Image Description 

The basic framework of Myanmar image captioning system is depicted in 

Figure 6.1. Firstly, a given image is preprocessed with the dimensions of 299 × 299 and 

is provided as input to the pre-trained image features extraction model of CNN and then 

the extracted features are passed as input to the LSTM unit. Secondly, Myanmar 

captions are segmented word by word from the sentences and then feed forward to 

LSTM which finally generates caption with Myanmar Language. Word segmentation 

process is presented in Chapter 4. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) acts as the 
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decoder and extracted features are fed to it and then used the common representation of 

all gathered information based on it provided sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 The Process Flow of Myanmar Image Captioning Using 

InceptionResNetV2 and RNN 

 

6.2 Results and Discussion 

The comparison of four different encoder and decoder architectures for 

Myanmar automatic image captioning are discussed in this chapter. The following 

Table 6.1 is a listing of the models that we experimented on Myanmar image captions 

corpus which contains 40460 sentences for 8k images that are taken from Flickr8 

dataset. In this chapter, only word segmentation is considered in text preprocessing step. 

The four models are data-driven and it is trained end to end. Manually annotated 

Myanmar image captions corpus is used for training purpose. The models are trained 

 

Table 6.1 List of Models 

IV3-GRU InceptionV3 is utilized as an encoder and GRU is utilized as decoder 

IV3-LSTM InceptionV3 is utilized as an encoder and LSTM is utilized as decoder 

IRNV2-GRU InceptionResNetV2 is utilized as an encoder and GRU is utilized as decoder 

IRNV2-LSTM InceptionResNetV2 is utilized as an encoder and LSTM is utilized as decoder 

Word 

Segmentation 

Preprocessing 
Inception

ResNetV2 

LSTM
 

LSTM

 

LSTM

 

LSTM
 

LSTM

 

Startseq 

ယေကစော်း 

ယနတယ် 

Endseq 

ကယလ်းမ ော်း 

Captions Corpus 

RNN 
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on Tesla K80 GPU and implemented with Python by using Keras library, which is run 

on Tensorflow as backend. We have evaluated BLEU scores of our models with 10-

fold cross validation. We attained the best result from a combination of 

InceptionResNetV2 as an encoder and LSTM as a decoder.  

Although LSTM and GRU 1provide similar results for some applications, 

LSTM more accurate on dataset using longer sequences. We should use LSTM if 

sequence is large and accuracy is very critical whereas GRU should be used for less 

memory consumption and faster operation because it uses less training parameters and 

less memory than LSTM [22].  

 

6.3 10-Fold Cross Validation 

In this work, the performance of predictive models is evaluated using 10-fold 

cross validation setting that are randomly partitioned the original dataset into 10 equal 

sets. 9 sets are used for training dataset to train the model and 1 set is used for testing 

dataset to evaluate it. Sparse softmax cross entropy is applied to measure the loss value 

of the trained model which evaluate the probability error to reduce for image captions 

generation tasks. The adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimizer is utilized for 

better performance results instead of RMSprop optimizer. The models differ in the 

method used to extract features from the images and to generate captions with Myanmar 

Language. Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show the loss from the 

variation of training error on the training dataset, and also the validation error on the 

development dataset in 10-fold using different models. The smallest loss values in 10-

fold cross validation setting using different models are given in Table 6.2.  

Table 6.2 The Smallest Loss Value in 10-Fold Using Different Models 

Models Folds Training-Loss Validation-Loss 

IV3-GRU Fold 8 2.18 1.96 

IV3-LSTM Fold 7 2.09 1.97 

IRNV2-GRU Fold 6 2.01 1.69 

IRNV2-LSTM Fold 6 1.93 1.62 

 
1 https://www.quora.com/Whats-the-difference-between-LSTM-and-GRU 
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It is visible from the Table 6.2 that IV3-GRU model achieved the smallest loss 

value 1.96 in fold 8 and 1.97 in fold 7 using IV3-LSTM model. These two models are 

not significantly different in validation error. IRNV2-LSTM performs much better in 

validation accuracy with the smallest loss values is 1.62 in fold 6 compared to other 

three models. On the other hand, InceptionResNetV2 obtains the smaller loss value than 

InceptionV3 for both language models (shown as IRNV2-GRU and IRNV2-LSTM). 

According to these experiments results, we can be said that InceptionResNetV2 feature 

extraction model is more powerful than InceptionV3.  

 

Table 6.3 Evaluation Result of 10-Fold Cross Validation with IV3-GRU 

Fold-N BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 

Fold 1 62.71 46.76 37.8 24.36 

Fold 2 60.97 44.93 35.75 23.11 

Fold 3 58.6 42.39 33.65 20.75 

Fold 4 63.46 47.24 36.97 22.35 

Fold 5 61.63 44.68 34.69 20.9 

Fold 6 62.12 45.3 35.63 22.27 

Fold 7 59.03 43.58 34.97 22.39 

Fold 8 60.85 44.5 35.63 22.42 

Fold 9 61.44 44.91 35.6 22.38 

Fold 10 60.45 43.04 33.52 20.43 

Total 611.26 447.33 354.21 221.36 

Average 61.13 44.73 35.42 22.13 

 

Evaluation results of 10-fold cross validation for each different models are 

presented in Table 6.3, Table 6.4, Table 6.5 and Table 6.6. In each model, it is necessary 

to do 10 training times with different testing dataset and take the average score to 

estimate the single prediction as shown in bold in each table. Therefore, 40 training 

times have been done for four different models in this chapter. The 10-fold cross 

validation should be used in small dataset because it takes for a long time. 
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Table 6.4 Evaluation Result of 10-Fold Cross Validation with IV3-LSTM 

Fold-N BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 

Fold 1 61.99 45.65 36.92 23.69 

Fold 2 61.16 45.32 36.49 23.46 

Fold 3 63.21 47.35 38.29 24.84 

Fold 4 68.01 51.5 40.28 24.64 

Fold 5 63.22 46.47 36.46 22.09 

Fold 6 62.29 45.74 35.18 21.43 

Fold 7 61.86 46.58 37.82 25.17 

Fold 8 61.83 46.3 37.91 24.86 

Fold 9 60.34 44.19 35.27 22.21 

Fold 10 61.25 43.77 33.12 19.3 

Total 625.16 462.87 367.74 231.69 

Average 62.51 46.29 36.77 23.17 

 

Table 6.5 Evaluation Result of 10-Fold Cross Validation with IRNV2-GRU 

Fold-N BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 

Fold 1 63.12 47.2 38.61 25.47 

Fold 2 62.51 46.64 37.7 24.88 

Fold 3 60.95 44.89 35.2 21.78 

Fold 4 64.97 48.79 37.93 22.85 

Fold 5 65.85 49.48 38.72 23.71 

Fold 6 64.96 49.22 39.72 26.02 

Fold 7 64.69 48.65 38.72 25.11 

Fold 8 63.23 47.17 37.21 23.45 

Fold 9 63.3 47.17 37.21 23.45 

Fold 10 63.81 46.86 36.78 23.61 

Total 637.39 476.07 377.8 240.33 

Average 63.74 47.61 37.78 24.03 
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Table 6.6 Evaluation Result of 10-Fold Cross Validation with IRNV2-LSTM 

Fold-N BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 

Fold 1 63.12 47.2 38.61 25.47 

Fold 2 64.77 49.52 40.81 27.38 

Fold 3 64.55 49.62 40.18 27.53 

Fold 4 68.07 51.5 40.93 26.14 

Fold 5 64.9 48.27 38.11 24.05 

Fold 6 63.57 47.04 37.57 24.09 

Fold 7 61.61 45.3 36.5 23.64 

Fold 8 63.45 46.43 36.01 22.01 

Fold 9 68.1 51.5 40.93 26.13 

Fold 10 64.27 47.4 37.81 24.28 

Total 646.41 483.78 387.46 250.72 

Average 64.64 48.38 38.75 25.07 

  

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Alternative Loss Values of Training and Validation in Each Fold  

Using IV3-GRU 
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Figure 6.3 Alternative Loss Values of Training and Validation in Each Fold  

Using IV3-LSTM 

 

 

Figure 6.4 Alternative Loss Values of Training and Validation in Each Fold  

using IRNV2-GRU 

 

 

Figure 6.5 Alternative Loss Values of Training and Validation in Each Fold 

Using IRNV2-LSTM 
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Table 6.7 Average BLEU Scores of Different Models 

 
 

Models BLEU-1(%) BLEU-2(%) BLEU-3(%) BLEU-4(%) 

Baseline [P1] 64.14 48.58 39.86 24.38 

IV3-GRU 61.13 44.73 35.42 22.13 

IV3-LSTM 62.51 46.29 36.77 23.17 

IRNV2-GRU 63.74 47.61 37.78 24.03 

IRNV2-LSTM 64.64 48.38 38.75 25.07 

 

Table 6.7 shows the average BLEU scores of four different models and baseline 

model. InceptionResNetV2 with LSTM achieved the BLEU-1 score of 64.64%, BLEU-

2 score of 48.38%, BLEU-3 score of 38.75% and BLEU-4 score of 25.07, which are 

slightly superior than other three different models. Nonetheless, this model gaps only 

0.69-point of BLEU-4 score compared with baseline model as shown in Table 6.7. The 

BLEU scores results are taken as percentage (e.g., 0.2507 * 100 = 25.07%). 

 

6.4 Experiment Results 

This section focusses on generated results from InceptionResNetV2 with 

LSTM. This model precisely generates the main features and relationship between these 

features within images. In Figure 6.6, results of generated Myanmar descriptions are 

given. In Figure 6.6(a), the generated sentence is “အမ   ေးသမ ေး က ကရ ေးငယ် က ု  ရ ွ ဲ့    

ထှာေးတယ်” (“Woman is holding the toddler”) the model can accurately identify the 

gender and age like “အမ   ေးသမ ေး” (“Woman”), “ကရ ေးငယ်” (“toddler”) and also actions 

like “ရ ွ ဲ့    ရေတယ်” (“is holding”). In Figure 6.6 (b), the generated sentence is “ ူ 

တစ်ရယှာက် က ရက ှာက်တုံေး ရ ေါ် က ု  တက် ရေတယ်” (“A man is climbing on the rock”) 

and in Figure 6.6 (c), the generated caption is “ ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က ရတှာ ထဲမ ှာ စက်ဘ ေး စ ေး 

ရေတယ်” (“A man is riding the bike through the forest”). In Figure 6.6 (d), the generated 

description is “ရ ွေး က တေ်ေး က ု   ုေ် ရက ှာ် ရေတယ်” (“The dog is jumping over hurdle”). 
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If we observe at Figure 6.6 (a), (b), (c), (d), the model is able to speculate the most of 

objects that appear in the pictures and also generates grammatically correct sentences. 

 As can be seen these generated descriptions are much more similar with the 

content of input image nevertheless there is a weakness to progress in the identification 

generation of color descriptions. For example, in Figure 6.6 (e), the model generates a 

caption like “ ူ တစ်ရယှာက် က ရ   ရ  ှာ် ရေတယ်” (“A man is paddling the boat”), but 

there is actually “အေ ရေှာင် ရ  ” (“red boat”). It fails to depict the minor features like 

“color”. Nevertheless, our proposed model can identify the color of the objects as we 

confirmed that in next Chapter 7.  All of the Figures 6.6 (a), 6.6 (b), 6.6 (c), 6.6 (d) and 

6.6 (e) are automatically produced descriptions with Myanmar Language by using 

InceptionResNetV2 with LSTM without any human intervention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) In English: Woman is holding the toddler 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) In English: A man is climbing on the rock 
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(c) In English: A man is riding bike through the forest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d) In English: The dog is jumping over hurdle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(e) In English: A man is paddling the boat 

Figure 6.6 Some Example of Generated Captions by IRNV2-LSTM 
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6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the attempt of various combinations of feature extractions 

models are done for encoder and language generation models for decoder such as 

InceptionV3 with GRU, InceptionV3 with LSTM, InceptionResNetV2 with GRU and 

InceptionResNetV2 with LSTM. According to the experimental results, the best result 

is obtained from a combination of InceptionResNetV2 as an encoder and LSTM as a 

decoder. It is efficient and robust system than other three different models, and can be 

produced the captions more specific and related to the content of that image. However, 

InceptionResNetV2 with LSTM is not significantly different compared with baseline 

model on Myanmar image captions corpus (around 40460 sentences for 8k images). 
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CHAPTER 7 

EFFICIENTNETB7 AND BIDIRECTIONAL LSTM FOR 

MYANMAR IMAGE CAPTIONING SYSTM 

 

An image contains a lot of information. The extraction of information from an 

image is one of the challenging tasks in the field of Computer Vision and Natural 

Language Processing, two of the main domains in Artificial Intelligence. However, 

most research in this area generated image captions in English while there are a lot of 

different languages exist in the world. With their distinctive languages, there is a 

necessity of particular research to generate captions in those isolated language. As far 

as being aware and up to our knowledge, there is no image captioning system for 

Myanmar language. Therefore, neural network-based Myanmar image captioning 

system is proposed by comparing different encoding and decoding techniques. 

 In this chapter, Myanmar image caption generation system is examined by 

dividing into two parts: 1) image features extraction acts as encoder and 2) generating 

a caption with Myanmar language as decoder. In the image features extraction part, 

three popular pre-trained Convolution Neural Networks - VGG16 [52], NASNetLarge 

[8] and EfficientNetB7 are compared as encoders for the same image captioning model 

in order to find out which method is the best at feature extraction to apply for caption 

generation. According to the experimental results, we found that EfficientNetB7 is 

significantly better performance than for both VGG16 and NASNetLarge models 

without changing the decoder model, therefore, EfficientNetB7 is used as the encoder 

of the proposed model. In caption generation part, four different language generation 

models such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), 

Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU) and Bidirectional Long Short-Term 

Memory (Bi-LSTM) with and without GloVe embedding vector are investigated to 

apply which language modelling is the best at image captioning system. The best result 

is obtained from a combination of EfficientNetB7 as an encoder and Bi-LSTM with 

GloVe vectors as a decoder. Moreover, the effectiveness of applying GloVe vectors 

features is investigated on EfficientNetB7 with Bi-LSTM based Myanmar image 

captioning system in this chapter. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to 

apply Bi-LSTM with GloVe vectors features in Myanmar image captioning system. 
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7.1 EfficientNetB7 and Bidirectional LSTM for Myanmar Image Captioning  

The system flow diagram of proposed Myanmar image captioning system is 

depicted in Figure 7.2. Data pre-processing plays the vital role in every deep learning 

algorithm. In training module of Myanmar image captions generation system, two 

different types of data pre-processing are needed such as image pre-processing and text 

pre-processing because of the better quality of the system. In image pre-processing step, 

the input images need to resize for the specified format, i.e. (331,331) for 

NASNetLarge, (224,224) for VGG16 and (600,600) for EfficientNetB7 to get the better 

quality and to avoid any numerical inconsistency during training and testing phases. 

TensorFlow offers the image pre-processing libraries files that can be accessed easily 

for them to be read into memory, decoded as jpg, jpeg and resized utilizing various pre-

trained feature extractions models. After the image pre-processing is done, the pre-

processed images are provided as input to the image features extraction model of CNN 

and then the extracted features are feed forward as input to the Bidirectional Long 

Short-Term Memory language model.  

In text pre-processing step, two distinct types of segmentations such as word 

segmentation [69] and syllable2 segmentation were presented in detail in Chapter 4 

which are used in training to compare which segmentation level affects in Myanmar 

image captioning system. The structure of word segmentation for a Myanmar image 

description sentence in the proposed corpus is depicted as follows in Figure 7.1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1 The Structure of Myanmar Word Segmentation 

 

 
2 https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/sylbreak 
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Figure 7.2 The Proposed Architecture of EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM  

Based Myanmar IC System 

Text pre-processing is very important role in language modelling, and syllable 

segmentation is significantly better than word segmentation for Myanmar image 

captioning system. After pre-processed the text data, we got the clean Myanmar image 

captions corpus which contains 50460 sentences for 10k images. And then, GloVe 

vectors on both word segmentation corpus and syllable segmentation corpus are built 
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using GloVe v.1.2. Building of GloVe embedding vectors are described in Section 

4.4.1. Furthermore, the efficiency of using GloVe vectors as the additional input 

features are examined on Bi-LSTM based Myanmar image captioning system to 

achieve the best learned model. After the training module is completed, it is necessary 

to give an input image for testing our proposed system. 

 

7.2 Experiments 

In this chapter, two different experiments are done to measure the performance 

of Myanmar image captioning on syllable and word segmentation. To find the most 

appropriate encoder and decoder network architecture for Myanmar image captioning 

system. Both of the experiment 1 and 2 used the same hyperparameters setting list as 

shown in Table 7.1. 

❖ Experiment 1 (Exp1) 

Experiment 1 is done on Myanmar image captions corpus which 

contains 40460 sentences for 8k images. All of the images are taken 

from Flickr8k dataset. The system performance is evaluated using 

BLEU scores on both word and syllable segmented corpus. In this 

experiment, we did not consider about GloVe embedding vectors. 

❖ Experiment 2 (Exp2) 

Experiment 2 is done on Myanmar image captions corpus which 

contains 50460 sentences for 10k images. All of the images are taken 

from Flickr8k dataset and 2k images are selected from Flickr30k dataset. 

The system performance is measured using BLEU, ROUGE-L, 

ROUGE-SU4 and METEOR metrics on both word and syllable 

segmented corpus. Furthermore, we added word and syllable GloVe 

vectors into the Bi-LSTM model. 

 

7.2.1 Experimental Setups 

All of the investigations were conducted on NVIDIA GeForce MX250, RAM 

16GB, Ubuntu Linux machine. Keras library is used to implement with Python 

programming language. Sparse softmax cross entropy is used to evaluate the loss values 

which are measured the possibility error in distinct classification functions. The 
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Adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimizer is used for more excellent performance 

instead of RMSprop optimizer. A dropout of 50 % was set, which is the efficient 

regularization technique to mitigate the excessive during the training time. The 

following equation is used to compute the loss values for all models.  

 

L (I, S) = - ∑ log 𝑝𝑡(𝑆𝑡)
𝑁
𝑡=1     (7.1) 

 

Where I is given input image and S is predicted caption, N is the length of output 

description. pt and St are probability and predicting word at time t respectively. While 

the training iterations are doing, we have attempted to decrease the loss values.  

Table 7.1 Hyperparameters Setting List of Our Models 

Parameters Best Values Values 

Embedding size 300 50, 100, 200, 300 

Hidden layer size 256 128, 256, 512, 1024 

Max-sequence length of word level 24  

Max-sequence length of syllable level 32  

Dense layer size 256 128, 256, 512, 1024 

Batch size 32 32, 64 

Number of epochs 15 10, 15, 20, 25 

Beam search(k) 3 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 

Random seeds 1035  

 

Table 7.1 shows the best hyperparameters setting list for Myanmar image 

captioning system according to the various parameters values we have tested to achieve 

the best accuracy. We set the different embedding size such as 50, 100, 200 and 300 

among them 300 dimensions is selected for better experiment. Both of the Hidden layer 

and Dense layer size, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 were used to train in our experiments. 

Although the layer size that 512 and 1024 took longer training time than 256, they 

achieved comparable accuracy. Therefore, layer size 256 is selected in the further 

experiments. Maximum sequence length is the number of words in the longest caption 

of Myanmar image captions corpus. The maximum sequence length is 24 for word level 

and 32 for syllable level. We initially set batch size 64, however, due to the limitations 

of computational resources, we selected batch size 32 for our investigations. Number 
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of epochs mean number of iterations to train the model. We tried various epochs such 

as 10, 15, 20, 25 among them epoch 15 gave the highest performance to learn the best 

model. Beam search is the number of search times in generated captions with Myanmar 

language. It is tested various k values with 2, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are tested and it is found 

that k value 3 could reach the much better performance for our experiments. Random 

seeds are also chosen 1035. According to these various experiments, Table 7.1 displays 

the best hyperparameters setting list of our automatic Myanmar image captioning 

models. 

In Table 7.2, Table 7.3 and Table 7.4, the term superscript “E” refers 

“EfficientNetB7”, “G” is denoted as “VGG16”, “A” is “AlexNet”, “R” means 

“ResNet101”, “N” is “NASNetLarge” Feature Extraction Models. “+M” is denoted as 

the Multi-task Learning, “+W” is using Word GloVe vectors, “+S” is using Syllable 

GloVe Vectors. “-“ indicates in unused. The superscripts are also applicable in other 

sections in this chapter. 

 

7.2.2 Experiment 1 (Exp1) 

In this experiment 1, two different types of pre-trained feature extraction models 

VGG16 and NASNetLarge are used as encoder. Three different language models such 

as Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Bidirectional  

 

 

Models 

Word Segmented Corpus (%) Syllable Segmented Corpus (%) 

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 

LSTMG (baseline) 64.14 48.58 39.86 24.38  -  - -  -  

Bi-LSTMG, A [15] 65.5 46.8 32 21.5  -  - -  -  

GRUN 66.45 50.36 40.65 26.4 69.35 57.34 50.97 38.2 

LSTMN 66.76 50.06 40.31 26.5 69.73 58.17 51.24 39.04 

Bi-LSTMG 65.37 49 39.13 25 69.81 57.69 50.87 38.06 

Bi-LSTMN 67.24 51.29 41.75 27.55 70.74 58.74 52.44 40.05 

Table 7.2 Performance Comparison of Various Models on Two Different 

Segmented Corpus [P3] 
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Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) are used as decoder. VGG16 with LSTM based 

image captioning implemented in Chapter 5 is utilized as the baseline system in this 

Exp1. 

Table 7.2 shows the performance comparison of various encoder decoder pair. 

The combination of NASNetLarge and Bi-LSTM model achieved the highest BLEU-4 

score of 27.55% on word segmented corpus and 40.05% of BLEU-4 score on syllable 

segmented corpus compared with other different models such as NASNetLarge with 

GRU, NASNetLarge with LSTM, VGG16 with Bi-LSTM, baseline model LSTMG as 

well as state-of-the-art model [15]. According to these experimental results, it is found 

that the syllable segmentation results obtained the better results than the word 

segmentation results. As can be seen in Table 7.2, NASNetLarge is better than VGG16 

as encoder (shown as Bi-LSTMN), it is gaps 2.55% of BLEU-4 score compared with 

25% of BLEU-4 score (shown as Bi-LSTMG) on word segmentation and 1.99% of 

BLEU-4 on syllable segmentation. It is observed that the selection of not only encoder 

but also decoder is very important for image captioning system as it also proved that in 

Exp2. Myanmar text preprocessing plays the vital role in language modelling of 

automatic Myanmar image caption generation. 

 

7.2.3 Experiment 2 (Exp2) 

In this experiment 2, three visual models are compared for encoding images: 

VGG16, NASNetLarge and EfficientNetB7, to examine the effects of applied encoding 

techniques. In language modelling, four different types of models such as such as Gated 

Recurrent Unit (GRU), Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU), Long Short-

Term Memory (LSTM) and Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) with 

and without GloVe embedding models are compared to investigate the effects of applied 

decoding techniques. The experimental results are presented in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4. 

VGG16 with LSTM based image captioning implemented in Chapter 5 and Bi-LSTMN 

(Exp1) are utilized as baseline models in this experiment 2 (Exp2). 

 

7.2.3.1 Effectiveness of Feature Extraction Models 

Table 7.3 describes that the evaluation results for word segmented corpus of 

Myanmar image captioning models. The highest scores are displayed in highlighted. It 

is clear to see that without using EfficientNetB7 feature extraction model and keep other 
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configurations unchanged (shown as Bi-LSTMG and Bi-LSTMN). There are 28.03% of 

BLEU-4, 42.96% of ROUGE-L, 49.45% of ROUGE-SU4 and 18.74% of 

METEOR scores using VGG16 with Bi-LSTM model (shown as Bi-LSTMG) and 

28.82% of BLEU-4, 43.79% of ROUGE-L, 51.79% of ROUGE-SU4 and 19.69% of 

METEOR scores using NASNetLarge with Bi-LSTM (shown as Bi-LSTMN). The 

performance of both models significantly drops on all evaluation metrics for word 

segmentation compared with using EfficientNehtB7 feature extraction models.  

 

Table 7.3 Performance Comparison of Various Models  

on Word Segmented Corpus [P4] 

 

Table 7.4 shows that the evaluation results for syllable segmented corpus of 

Myanmar image captioning models. The highest scores are displayed in bold. It can be 

obviously observed that without using EfficientNetB7 feature extraction model and 

other configurations are kept no change. VGG16 with Bi-LSTM model (shown as Bi-

LSTMG) achieved the highest BLEU-4 score of 39.47%, ROUGE-L score of 58.14%, 

ROUGE-SU4 of 63.11% and METEOR score of 24.16%. NASNetLarge with Bi-

LSTM (shown as Bi-LSTMN) obtained the highest BLEU-4 score of 42.11%, ROUGE-

Models 
Word Segmented Corpus (%) 

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 ROUGE-L ROUGE-SU4 METEOR 

LSTMG (baseline) 64.14 48.58 39.86 24.38 - -  - 

Exp1 (baseline) 67.24 51.29 41.75 27.55 - -  - 

Bi-LSTMG, A [15] 65.5 46.8 32 21.5 - -  19.4 

Bi-LSTMG, +M [16] 66.7 48.3 33.7 23 - - 19.1 

LSTMR,+W [60] 69 51.6 37.6 26.9 50.3 - 22.4 

GRUE 68.1 53.62 45.6 32.22 47.55 52.39 20.72 

LSTME 69.65 54.98 47.38 33.57 47.17 51.45 21.06 

Bi-GRUE 68.84 54.28 46.25 32.99 47.52 54.05 21.02 

Bi-LSTMG 67.07 51.37 41.82 28.03 42.96 49.45 18.74 

Bi-LSTMN 67.63 51.82 42.4 28.82 43.79 51.79 19.69 

Bi-LSTME 70.12 55.07 47.85 34.91 46.18 52.79 21.25 

Bi-LSTME,+W 71.42 56.73 48.45 35.09 49.52 54.34 21.3 
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L score of 59.41%, ROUGE-SU4 score of 64.34% and METEOR score of 25.17% 

respectively. Both of the model performance obviously decreases on all evaluation 

metrics for syllable segmentation compared with using EfficientNetB7 feature 

extraction models. 

The experiments result also stated how utilizing encoder effects on image 

captioning system performance. According to the results presented in Table 7.3 and 

Table 7.4, it can be seen that selection of encoder plays a special valuable part in image 

captioning system and can be quite upgraded model performance without modification 

a decoder architecture. To this end, EfficientNetB7 is applied as encoder for our 

proposed feature extraction model, because it has higher resolutions, such as 600x600, 

are also widely used in object detection ConvNets. It is believed that feature extraction 

on insufficient data is more challenging and assistance to evaluate the benefits brought 

by encoder. Replacing VGG16 and NASNetLarge with EfficientNetB7 brings 

significantly better performance on all evaluation metrics. 

 

7.2.3.2 Effectiveness of Word Embedding 

Furthermore, the efficiency of the system performance is improved by utilizing 

EfficientNetB7, next effective language understanding model is GloVe vectors for 

Myanmar image generation system. The dataset is gathered for construction of own 

GloVe vectors for both segmented corpus in order to progress the quality of the system.  

Next, the Bi-LSTME,+S and Bi-LSTME,+W models utilizing GloVe embedding 

vectors are trained and measuring has been performed on each validation set to examine 

the achievement and generality of the system. The model with GloVe embedding 

vectors requires more training time than one-hot encoding vector and it will take to 

5400 seconds per epoch. The comparison with different models in terms of BLEU, 

ROUGE-L, ROUGE-SU4 and METEOR scores results are presented in Table 7.3 and 

Table 7.4.  

The best performing baseline model Bi-LSTMN (Exp1) without using GloVe 

vectors is chosen to compare with the evaluation results. Table 7.3 presents the 

experimental results for word segmentation corpus. EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM with 

word GloVe vectors (shown as Bi-LSTME,+W) significantly improve the BLEU score  
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Table 7.4 Performance Comparison of Various Models  

on Syllable Segmented Corpus [P4] 

Models 

Syllable Segmented Corpus (%) 

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 ROUGE-L ROUGE-SU4 METEOR 

LSTMG (baseline) 64.14 48.58 39.86 24.38 - -  - 

Exp1 (baseline) 70.74 58.74 52.44 40.05 - -  - 

Bi-LSTMG, A [15] 65.5 46.8 32 21.5 - -  19.4 

Bi-LSTMG, +M [16] 66.7 48.3 33.7 23 - - 19.1 

LSTMR,+W [60] 69 51.6 37.6 26.9 50.3 - 22.4 

GRUE 72.02 61.65 56.13 44.46 62.46 65.28 26.76 

LSTME 73.06 62.02 57.02 44.82 64.16 65.69 26.67 

Bi-GRUE 72.46 61.74 55.92 43.97 61.17 65.84 26.88 

Bi-LSTMG 69.76 58.08 51.86 39.47 58.14 63.11 24.16 

Bi-LSTMN 72.19 60.71 54.44 42.11 59.41 64.34 25.17 

Bi-LSTME 73.66 63.02 57.2 45.22 65.14 67.13 26.9 

Bi-LSTME,+S 73.9 63.45 57.8 46.2 65.62 68.43 27.07 

 

4.18%, 5.44%, 6.7% and 7.54% for BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3, and BLEU-4 

respectively using word GloVe vectors compared with baseline model Exp1. It can be 

seen that the proposed model (shown as Bi-LSTME,+W) achieved much better 

performance compare to without using GloVe vectors (shown as Bi-LSTME) as well as 

other neural network models on word segmented corpus. 

Table 7.4 shows the experimental results for syllable segmented corpus. 

EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM with syllable GloVe vectors (shown as Bi-LSTME,+S) 

significantly improve  the 3.16%, 4.71%, 5.36%, 6.15% for BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-

3, and BLEU-4 respectively compared with baseline model Bi-LSTMN (Exp1). The Bi-

LSTME,+S model also obtained much better evaluation results than other neural network 

models like GRUE, LSTME, Bi-GRUE, Bi-LSTMG, Bi-LSTMN, Bi-LSTME without 

using GloVe embedding models as well as state-of-the-art models. In addition, Bi-

LSTME,+S utilizing syllable GloVe embedding model attained higher evaluations results 

than Bi-LSTME,+W using word GloVe embedding model because a word is made up of 
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one or more syllables in Myanmar  language(i.e., a word ‘Woman’ in Myanmar 

‘အမ   ေးသမ ေး’ consists of four syllables like ‘အ’, ‘မ   ေး’ ‘သ’ and ‘မ ေး’). Evaluation scores 

are computed by measuring how many words or syllables are similar between the 

machine generated descriptions and reference descriptions, the reason for that, the 

output results scores of syllable segmentation are much higher than the output results 

scores of word segmentation.  

Regarding ROUGE-L, ROUGE-SU4 and METEOR performance, the 

effectiveness of the GloVe embeddings vectors is examined for both segmented corpus 

while the overall model is training on a specific dataset. As the GloVe embeddings 

accomplished the finest during all of our experiments, it reaches 49.52%, 54.34% and 

21.3% for ROUGE-L, ROUGE-SU4 and METEOR scores respectively on word 

segmented corpus as present in Table 7.3. As we can be seen in Table 7.4, our proposed 

model (shown as Bi-LSTME,+S) attained the highest scores 65.62%, 68.43% and 

27.07% for ROUGE-L, ROUGE-SU4 and METEOR scores respectively whereas 

model without GloVe embedding vectors (shown as Bi-LSTME) obtains 65.14% on 

ROUGE-L, 67.13% on ROUGE-SU4 and 26.9 on METEOR score. ROUGE-L score is 

sightly inferior on word segmented corpus compare to 50.3% in [60] and METEOR 

scores also exceed the rest of the models for both tasks.  

According to the evaluation results, it can be concluded that the effectiveness 

of GloVe vectors can be observed clearly in Myanmar image captioning system for both 

tasks although the size of GloVe vectors is not large. Nonetheless, it is believed that the 

sufficient amount of GloVe vectors into the system can achieve more improvements, 

note that the proposed model achieved the best performance on all evaluation metrics.  

 

7.2.3.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods 

In this section, the proposed EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM with GloVe vectors 

(shown as Bi-LSTME,+W and Bi-LSTME,+S) models are compared with state-of-the art 

methods. The comparison results are presented in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4. Our 

approach obtained the highest scores on all evaluation metrics for both segmented 

corpora. EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM using syllable GloVe vectors mostly achieved 

better performance compared to EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM using word GloVe 

vectors as well as other various neural networks models. It should be aware that a recent 

interesting work [15] is significantly inferior to 5.92%, 9.93%, 16.45%, and 13.59% for 
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BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3, BLEU-4 and METEOR respectively compared to Bi-

LSTME,+W on word segmented corpus, and 8.4% of BLEU-1, 16.65% of BLEU-2, 

25.8% of BLEU-3, 24.7% of BLEU-4 and 7.67% of METEOR score using Bi-

LSTME,+S on syllable segmented corpus. 

Furthermore, the former model [16] is quite reduce to 12.09% of BLEU-4 and 

2.2% of METEOR score using Bi-LSTME,+W with word level, 23.2% of BLEU-4 score 

and 7.97% of METEOR score utilizing Bi-LSTME,+S with syllable level on updated 

corpus. In addition, our best results obtained 35.09% of BLEU-4, 49.52% of ROUGE-

L and 21.3% of METERO score (compare to 26.9% of BLEU-4, 50.3% of ROUGE-L 

and 22.4% of METEOR score in [60]) on word segmented corpus and 46.2% of BLEU-

4, 65.62% of ROUGE-L and 27.07% of METERO score (compare to 26.9% of BLEU-

4, 50.3% of ROUGE-L and 22.4% of METEOR score in [60]) on syllable segmented 

corpus. 

What is more, in former state-of-the-art interesting work [15-16], the authors 

observed that the small dataset Flickr8K which has difficulty to train the deep models 

because of inadequate data. Nevertheless, the proposed EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM 

with GloVe embedding model substantially outperforms on all evaluation metrics for 

both word and syllable segmented corpus although the size of the corpus is small 

(around 50460 sentences for 10K images), compare with other various neural networks 

models namely GRUE, Bi-GRUE, LSTME, Bi-LSTMG, Bi-LSTMN, Bi-LSTME, the 

baseline models as well as the state-of-the-art models [15-16, 60]. 

 

7.3 Subjective Evaluation 

The efficiency of EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM based image captioning system 

is subjectively measured by perceptual tests. The 18 images are selected with various 

categories from the dataset and open test Burmese images that are taken from Google. 

There are four generated captions for each input image (18 * 4 = 72 generated captions) 

by using EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM with and without GloVe vector for two different 

segmented corpora. The 10 non-expert native persons of age range from 30 to 40 years 

were participated to give the marks in each generated caption result which are matched 

with input image and its generated captions by using four different models. It is the 

subject to rate the generated caption on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 is bad and 5 is 

excellent. The scores of Bi-LSTME,+W , Bi-LSTME,+S and Bi-LSTME on two distinct 

segmented corpora are shown in Figure 7.3. It can be observed that the proposed model 
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obtained the maximum preference score 3.94 using LSTME,+W word vector model 

(Model 2), 3.44 preference score using Bi-LSTME,+S syllable vector model (Model 1), 

3.33 preference score using syllable model without syllable GloVe vectors (Model 3) 

and 2.72 preference score using word model without word GloVe vector (Model 4). 

The proposed model obtained the highest score in terms of both objective and subjective 

evaluation. It is found that word vectors model is more preferable than syllable vectors 

model by human evaluators in subjective evaluation results. In the contradiction, with 

no GloVe vectors, syllable models gained higher performance scores than word models 

in both objective and subjective evaluation. Therefore, the evaluation results shown that 

text preprocessing and word representation are effective for Myanmar image 

captioning. 

 

7.4 System Demonstration 

The features and the flow of the system with various testing results can see 

clearly by using the program demonstration. It gives visual support to improve the 

quality of the system presentation. The flow of program demonstration is described in 

detail as the follows: 

 

7.4.1 Main View of System Demonstration 

Figure 7.4 shows the first page of EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM-based 

Myanmar image captioning by system demonstration. The UI design of the system is 

very simple and user-friendly design.  First, the user needs to upload an image and 
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Figure 7.3 Preference Score of EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM  

With and Without GloVe Vectors Models on Two Segmented Corpus 
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generate caption button is provided to generate caption with Myanmar language. Four 

different Myanmar captions will be produced for a given input image by using 

EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM with and without GloVe vectors features on two different 

segmented corpora. Four generated captions for each image are the following:  

- 1 is the generated caption result with syllable vectors that are described in red font 

- 2 is the generated caption result with word vectors that are described in red font 

- 3 is the generated caption result with syllable model without using syllable GloVe 

vectors 

- 4 is the generated caption result with word model without using word GloVe vectors  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.4 Main View by Proposed Models 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.5 Generated Caption View by Proposed Models 
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The Figure 7.5 was described by using VGG16 with LSTM that are 

implemented in Chapter 5 but the generated result misses to present the minor features 

and misidentify the object like “ေံေံ” (“wall”) instead of “ ုံတေ်ေးရ ည်” (“bench”). 

However, as can be seen that the proposed models can be resolved this issue.  Both of 

the models with GloVe vectors can capture the objects in details and also cover the 

different semantic information. For example, generated caption with syllable vectors 

captures ‘ ေ်ေး ကေ်   ှာေး က ု င် ထှာေး တယ် (“holding the plate”) while the generated caption 

with word vector describes ‘ ုံ ရ ေါ် မ ှာ ထ ု င် ရေ တယ်’ (“sitting on the seat”). The 

generated caption with syllable segmentation without GloVe vectors is more specific 

and can identify this image accurately like “ ုံ တေ်ေး ရ ည်” (“bench”) although the 

generated caption with word vector misidentifies the count of person “န စ်ရယှာက်” 

(“two”) instead of (“one”). Moreover, all of the generated captions 1, 2, 3 and 4 can 

predict accurately, and also identify the action and information of the major objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.6 Generated Caption View by Proposed Models 

In this Figure 7.6, both of the generated captions 1 and 2 are much more similar 

to one of the ground-truth captions and can capture the objects “င ေးမ ှာေး” (“fishing”), 
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“သစ် င် ရအှာက်” (“under the tree”), “ရေ ကေ် ရဘေး” (“beside the lake”) although the 

contents of the image hard to capture precisely. In generated captions 3 and 4, it can be 

found that the syllable segmentation result is better than word segmentation without 

GloVe vectors features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.7 Generated Caption View by Proposed Models 

In this Figure 7.7, the proposed models effectively predict the activities and 

information of the main objects in this image. For example, Generated caption 1 with 

syllable vector model captures the objects like “ ူ န စ် ရယှာက်” (“two persons”) “ရေ 

ကေ် ရဘေး” (“beside the lake”) “ရက ှာက် တုံေး” (“stone”) the action like “ထ ု င် ရေ” 

(“sitting”) but the generated caption 2 with word vector model can capture the object 

more detail like “မ ေ်ေးကရ ေး န စ်ရယှာက်” (“two girls”) instead of “ ူ န စ် ရယှာက်” (“two 

persons”). The generated captions 3 are not completely identified the objects like 

“ရက ှာက် တုံေး” (“stone”) and “ရေကေ် ရဘေး” (“beside the lake”) in generated captions 4. 
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Nonetheless, all of the generated captions in this figure are quite accurately and 

correspondence with each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.8 Generated Caption View by the Proposed Models 

In Figure 7.8, generated caption 1 and 2 with GloVe vectors models can capture 

the objects in details, and also predict the word accurately. As can be seen, the proposed 

model can identify the object “ရ ွေး” (“dog”) and count of the object like “တစ် ရကှာင်” 

(“one”), action like “ ုေ် ရေ တယ်” (“is jumping”). The generated caption 2 with word 

vector model identify the place of object “ မက် င်ေး စ မ်ေး ထဲမ ှာ” (“in the green grass”) 

while the generated caption 1 predicts the word “တေ်ေး” (“hurdle”). The generated 

captions 3 can capture the color of object like ‘အ   ြူ ရေှာင် တေ်ေး’ (‘white hurdle”) this 

result is the same with ground-truth caption. All of the generated captions 1, 2, 3 and 4 

can produce the reasonable captions. The syllable model can identify the most of the 

objects in details rather than word model without using word embedding model. In the 

contradiction, word vectors model is more specific in generating captions than syllable 

vectors model. 
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 Figure 7.9 Generated Caption View by the Proposed Models 

In Figure 7.9, all of the generated captions for both with and without GloVe 

vectors models identified the activities, count, gender and information of the objects in 

details. The models also generated the grammatically correct captions and relationship 

between images and captions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.9 Generated Caption View of Open Test Image 

 

 

Figure 7.10 Generated Caption View for Open Test Image by the Proposed Models 
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In Figure 7.10, it is the Burmese photo that was taken by Google search engine. 

The proposed EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM with GloVe vector for both tasks word and 

syllable vectors accurately predict the major features, activities and relationship of the 

image and also generated grammatically correct sentence even with the open test image. 

As can be seen in generated captions 3 and 4, EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM without 

GloVe vectors for both tasks word and syllable segmentations are also predicted 

correctly in this open test image. 

To conclude the experiment results, EfficientNetB7 with Bi-LSTM using 

GloVe vectors features for both tasks word and syllable vectors can give highly 

performance results than EfficientNetB7 with Bi-LSTM without using GloVe vectors 

as well as the other different models for Myanmar IC system even with the open test 

images. It illustrates that the proposed EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM with GloVe 

vectors model has a powerful ability to learn visual-language correlation and predicts 

grammatically correct captions in Myanmar language for both tasks word and syllable 

segmentations. In addition, increasing the size of word vectors and variety of the 

training data may assist in decreasing the type of errors. All of the Figure 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 

7.8, 7.9 and 7.10 are automatically produced descriptions in Myanmar language without 

any human interruption. 

 

7.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the proposed architecture of EfficientNetB7 with Bi-LSTM 

using GloVe vectors features was presented in detail. The effect of text preprocessing 

and word vectors features was explored. It can be seen that word embedding features 

for both tasks word and syllable vectors can give highly performance results than 

EfficientNetB7 with Bi-LSTM using one-hot encoding model as well as the other 

different models for Myanmar IC system even with the open test images. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that the proposed model has a powerful ability to learn visual-

language correlation and predicts grammatically correct captions with Myanmar 

language for both tasks word and syllable segmentations.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

 

In the conclusion of the research work, the advantages and the limitation of the 

proposed model are presented. 

This paper reports the research results of EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM with 

GloVe vectors features for enhancing Myanmar image captioning system. All five 

contributions in features extraction module and language modelling module meet the 

objectives of this dissertation presented in Chapter 1.  

The main contribution of the research work is the very first evaluation of deep 

neural network architecture on Myanmar image captioning. As part of this research, 

Myanmar image captions corpus (around 50460 sentences for 10k images) is manually 

created based on the Flickr8k and 2k images are selected from Flickr30k dataset in 

Chapter 4. This Myanmar image captions corpus was prepared for both word and 

syllable segmentation. The correct prediction captions of Myanmar text with syllable 

information have been obtained by this syllable image captions corpus.  

The effect of word information is examined by using NASNetLarge with Bi-

LSTM on Myanmar image captioning in Exp1 of Chapter 7 and it can be proved that 

word information can progress the quality of description on Myanmar image captioning 

system even though word segmentation process is still indefinite. As stated in this 

fundamental result, several contextual linguistic information in addition to word 

information are taken into consideration for next investigations of Myanmar image 

captioning. VGG16 with LSTM and NASNetLarge with Bi-LSTM model are used as 

the baseline systems. 

Moreover, the effectiveness of word representation on EfficientNetB7 with Bi-

LSTM based Myanmar image captioning system for both word and syllable 

segmentation tasks are proposed. Moreover, words and syllable GloVe vectors were 

also constructed for Myanmar image captioning by utilizing the gathered monolingual 

Myanmar corpus for much better performance. The comparisons are done on various 

neural network models, namely EfficientNetB7 with GRU, EfficientNetB7 with Bi-

GRU, EfficientNetB7 with LSTM, VGG16 with Bi-LSTM, NASNetLarge with Bi-

LSTM, EfficientNetB7 and Bi-LSTM without word vectors, EfficientNetB7 and Bi-

LSTM with GloVe vectors, baseline models and state-of-the-art models in Chapter 7.  
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Although the size of GloVe vectors is small, word and syllable vectors features 

can give the effectiveness of Myanmar image captioning system performance. 

However, this exploration of using word and syllable vectors features for image 

captioning is the initial attempt to use Bi-LSTM network in Myanmar language. The 

main objective of the research is to enhance the Bi-LSTM network on Myanmar image 

captioning system. In comparing the results of different encoder and decoder techniques 

are reported and it is approved by the much more experimental results that are clearly 

presented in this research. 

According to subjective and objective evaluation results, EfficientNetB7 with 

Bi-LSTM using GloVe embedding model achieved significantly better performance 

than EfficientNetB7 with Bi-LSTM without using GloVe embedding model as well as 

other neural network models. Furthermore, model-based word vectors are more 

preferable over model-based syllable vectors by human evaluators in the subjective 

evaluation results. 

 

8.1 Advantages and the Limitation of the System 

The more accurate image captions have been achieved by applying word 

representation on EfficientNetB7 with Bi-LSTM based image captioning for Myanmar 

language as it has been approved in former chapters. This system can be used in several 

application areas such as for assisting visually impaired people who can only feel the 

world by touch, intelligent human computer interactions, developing image search 

engines, teaching concept for children, social media platforms like Facebook and 

Twitter can directly generate captions from images. The exact information can be 

gained from these photos where are the places (e.g., beach, cafe, and road), what are 

the people wearing and importantly what are they doing there. 

The effectiveness of word representation for implementing language modelling 

of Myanmar image captioning system has been predicted by the text analysis part and 

it can be used in next research of Myanmar IC system. 

The sufficient amount text data for Myanmar image captions corpus was built 

and can be used not only in Myanmar image captioning system but also in another NLP 

research. 
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As the limitation, Out-of-Vocabulary problem can be occurred for rare words 

in Myanmar Language due to the size of the Myanmar image captions corpus is small 

in this system. 

 

8.2 Future Works 

In this work, image captions corpus has been developed that is the extension of 

Flickr8k and 2k images are selected from Flickr30k dataset. In the future, image 

captions corpus for the Myanmar culture images will be gathered to conduct the 

investigations and to generate the better efficiency in Myanmar image captioning task. 

Moreover, the size of the GloVe vectors will be extended for word and syllable vectors 

features that can give more effectiveness of Myanmar image captioning performance. 

 In the future, more comparative analysis will be examined on more different 

word embedding models with distinct parameters setting. Moreover, transformer and 

attention mechanism will be investigated for the language modelling, and other new 

feature extraction models such as EfficientNetV2L, ConvNeXtBase, ConvNeXtLarge 

and ConvNeXtXLarge models will be explored. Furthermore, as the extension of this 

research popular encoding methods such as 2D-CNN features, 3D-CNN features and 

semantic features, and LSTM or GRU will also be used to generate tokens circularly as 

decoding methods for Myanmar video captioning. 
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